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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Introduction 

 
In the present era of the globalising world many countries are opening up to the 

global market for business. Protection of intellectual property rights are the most 

significant issue at the domestic as well as at global level. As the trade takes place at 

the international level intellectual properties such as copyrights, patent, trademarks 

and trade secrets need to be protected. But most of the time trade secrets are being 

backed up with the copyrights, patents, trademarks and designs but trade secrets are 

the one which are most important for an enterprise. Almost all the business entities 

have trade secrets and that needs to be protected from the competitors. In the current 

situation of dynamic competition, every business entity will have particular technical 

data; idea and technology which they wish to keep secret for their commercial 

benefit. Trade secrets are beneficial commercial assets which are as important as 

other intellectual properties. Usually success of a business depends on the protection 

of such trade secrets because every business wishes to know the secret behind the 

success of its competitor. Thus there is a prime necessity to protect those trade 

secrets. 

At the international level, GATT, NAFTA, TRIPS, are prevalent members of these 

instruments are bound to protect the trade secrets. The United States of America has 

specific legislation to protect the trade secrets of the business entities. And the 

United Kingdom protects most of its trade secrets through a common law approach. 

In India as of now there is no specific legislation regarding the protection of trade 

secrets but the judiciary has protected trade secrets under certain legislations, thus 

has actively shown concern to the trade secret owner. The present study discuss the 

evolution of the concept of trade secrets, international framework, and comparative 

study of legal framework in USA, UK and India and issues and challenges will be 

addressed and recommendations will be made. 

1.2 Statement of the Research Problem 

In the present time intellectual properties such as patents, copyrights and trademarks 

are protected widely through enactments, treaties and conventions when there is 

violation of such rights the intellectual property holder can take action. But trade 
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secrets which are also an important part of the business organisation are not protected 

like the other properties. In fact trade secrets are also equally important like other 

intellectual properties which may destroy the whole business if disclosed. Due to 

globalisation, businesses are taking place at international level; the competitors from 

other countries may try to hack the trade secrets and confidential information of its 

rival company. And the employees after termination may use the trade secrets of the 

earlier employer by setting up his own business or at competitor‟s business. Thus to 

avoid these kinds of disclosure, use, and misappropriation, there is a need to protect 

the trade secrets of business organisations until they have exclusive rights vested in 

them. So the present research is conducted to study the legal framework at 

international level and comparative study of India, USA and UK. Issues and 

challenges will be addressed and recommendations will be made. 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

 
In India many of the trade secrets owners are not aware that they have rights in their 

trade secrets until any employee who knows the trade secrets leaves their business 

and starts using the trade secrets without taking the consent of the trade secret owner. 

Just like other intellectual properties, trade secrets are also important for a business 

entity. The researcher tries to find out the importance of trade secrets and the need 

for a proper legal framework for the protection of trade secrets. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

To understand what constitutes trade secrets 

1. To test the necessity of its protection in business entities and the requirement 

for proper legislation. 

2. To understand the current status of India, USA and UK in protection of trade 

secrets 

1.5 Research Questions 

1. Why trade secrets need to be protected? 

2. Is there a need for specific legislation in India to protect trade secrets? 

3. Whether the legal protection given for trade secrets under the countries in 

USA and UK are adequate? 

1.6 Hypothesis of the Research 

Following statements of hypothesis will be tested in the final chapter: 
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1. India lacks an adequate legal framework for the protection of trade secrets. 

2. Like any other intellectual property, breach of trade secrets also affect the 

business entities 

3. The trade secrets makes the business entity unique in itself, so there is a need 

for strict and immediate protection 

4. The legal protection provided under international framework, USA, UK and 

India is not enough. 

1.7 Scope & Limitation of study 

 
The scope is limited to the study of prevailing legal framework for protection of trade 

secrets at international level and in countries of India, USA and UK. The resources of 

study are restricted to books, statutes, international legal instruments, online academic 

journals and internet sources. 

1.8 Research Methodology 

 
The researcher has adopted descriptive, analytical and doctrinal research. The study 

includes international legal instruments, enactments, commentaries from books and 

journals, and internet published articles. 

1.9 Review of Literature 

a. DAVID QUINTO AND STUART SINGER, TRADE SECRETS: LAW AND 

PRACTICE (LexisNexis, 2013). 

The Authors of the book have discussed the U.S. trade secrets law under Uniform 

Trade Secrets Act along with Economic Espionage Act of 1996. Need for the 

protection of trade secrets is analysed through the case laws. Authors say that USA 

has strong and well developed trade secrets laws. While the civil laws are governed 

by each state of the US, the national law of Economic Espionage Act covers 

criminal remedy. Authors consider that criminal law is more strong and effective 

than the civil laws, because the remedies under the criminal laws are stricter than 

in civil laws in the U.S.A. 

b. MARK F. SCHULTZ AND DOUGLAS C. LIPPOLDT, BACKGROUND 

PAPER; OECD TRADE POLICY Paper No. 162 (2014). Available at: OECD 

website at: http://www.oecd.org/trade (last visited on December 10, 2015). 

The authors in this article discussed the legal protection available for trade secrets. 

The authors explained laws that are available with respect to trade secrets of WTO 

http://www.oecd.org/trade
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member countries, as they are subject to the provisions of the TRIPS agreement. 

Authors while discussing the Indian legal perspective realised that there is no 

proper protection for trade secrets. The author emphasised that though India 

provides common law protection to the trade secret, there is no uniformity with 

respect to the rulings of the judiciary. Also said that protection of trade secrets is a 

neglected area in the Indian legal framework 

c. Ranjeet Kumar, R.C. Tripathi, et.al. “Trade Secrets Protection in Digital 

Environment: A Global Perspective”, 2 IJEMS 1 (2012) 

The author in the paper discussed regarding the misappropriation of trade secrets 

and the author suggested that to prove misappropriation, the plaintiff must prove 

that the defendant knew or should have known the trade secrets. Concerning the 

Indian trade secrets law, the authors said that there is no other law than contract act 

that provides protection to trade secrets. Indian judiciary has upheld the protection 

of trade secrets under the law of contracts on the basis of the principle of equity as 

a common law action for the breach of confidence. Authors said that trade secrets 

are new to India so there is a need for specific law for its protection. 

d. N. S. Sreenivasulu, “Intellectual Property Rights in Trade Secrets: Positive of 

Sensitive or Confidential Information”, 2 MIPR (2007) 

The author in this research paper explained the concept of intellectual property and 

trade secrets. Author explained the definition of trade secrets under the 

Restatement of Torts and Uniform Trade Secrets Act in the United Kingdom. 

Author emphasised on the need for protection of confidential information under the 

intellectual property laws. Thereafter, the author supported his research on 

different landmark rulings in the U.S.A. 

e. Abhinav Kumar, Pramit Mohanty et.al., “Legal Protection of Trade Secrets: 

Towards a Codified Regime”, 11 JIPR 397 (2006) 

In this research paper, authors compared trade secrets and patents and said that 

trade secrets must be preferred over the patent because it has more economical 

value and is advantageous to the owner. The paper explains about the statutory 

protection given to trade secrets under section 27 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, 

along with other available remedies for the protection of trade Secrets under the 

common law. But authors say that common law remedies are not enough to protect 

the interest of trade secret owners. The author explained the importance of trade 
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secrets in the present globalising world. The author has even discussed the TRIPS 

agreement and need for its implementation in India. 

f. Abhik Guha Roy, “Protection of Intellectual Property in the Form of Trade 

Secrets”, 11 JIPR 192 (2006) 

The author emphasized on the protection of trade secrets. In this research paper, 

trade secrets are studied under the intellectual property rights. Author has opined 

that the trade secrets are going to be the most important part of Intellectual 

Properties as they are universal in nature. The author has discussed the position of 

the United States and United Kingdom with regard to the protection of trade 

secrets. The author said that it‟s high time that India needs to implement specific 

legislation concerning trade secrets, so that concerned persons with regard to trade 

secrets will become aware of their rights. 

g. S. K. Verma, Legal Protection of Trade Secrets Confidential Information, 44, 

JILI 336 (2002) 

The author explains what constitutes trade secrets and provides emphasis on 

protection of trade secrets against unfair competition. Author has explained about 

the TRIPS agreement and legal framework in India. 

h. Md. Zafar Mahfooz Nomani and Faizanur Rahman, Intellectual of Trade 

Secrets and Innovation Laws in India 16 JIPR 341 (2011) 

In this article researcher has explained about the evolution and development of 

trade secrets in comparative aspects, and spoke about the impact of innovation on 

trade secrets while explaining the innovation policy and laws in India. 

i. Katherine Linton, The Importance of Trade Secrets: New Directions in 

International Trade Policy Making and Empirical Research, JICE (2016) 

The author in this article discussed the significance of trade secrets in all business 

sectors. It has also pointed to their importance in domestic and international 

policymaking. This article has described the importance of protection of trade 

secrets on trade and innovation. 

j. Vandana Pai and Ramya Seetharaman, Legal Protection of Trade Secrets 

(2004) 1 SCC (Jour) 22 

The author in this article has explained about the legal framework for protection of 

trade secrets under the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) and legal 

mechanisms available in India for breach of such trade secrets. 
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1.10 Chapterisation 

 
Chapter 1: Introduction 

 
As an introductory part of dissertation, it includes introduction, statement of the 

research problem, significance of the research study, scope and objectives of the 

study, hypothesis, methodology followed for the research and review of 

literature. 

Chapter 2: Evolution and International Framework 

 
This chapter provides introduction to the concept of trade secrets, its meaning, 

definition, emergence and International framework for protection of trade secrets. 

Chapter 3: Protection of Trade Secrets in India 

 
This chapter discusses the protection given to trade secrets in India. As there is no 

Specific legislation concerning the trade secrets. Indian Judiciary has protected 

trade secrets under Indian different statutes giving remedies such as injunctions, 

damages and even imprisonment under criminal laws. 

Chapter 4: Protection of trade secrets in the United States of America. 

 
The chapter explains the evolution of trade secrets protection in the USA, and 

discusses the legislations concerning the trade secrets such as the Uniform Trade 

Secrets Act, 1985, Economic Espionage Act, 1996, Defend Trade Secret Act, 

2016. 

Chapter 5: Protection of Trade Secrets in United Kingdom 

 
This chapter discuss the common law protection and recent 2018 Trade Secret 

Regulation prevailing in the United Kingdom for the protection of trade secrets. 

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations 

 
The concluding chapter summarises the outcome of the research and, research 

questions are answered in detail and recommendations are sought. 
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CHAPTER 2 EVOLUTION OF TRADE SECRETS AND 

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Introduction 

 
Protection of IPRs is one of the most important legal issues at international trade 

level. Due to globalisation international trade along with the investment has increased 

at global level. Trade secrets and intellectual properties have become a significant 

subject of global perspective. The requirement for the legal protection of products is 

crucial at international and domestic level. 

Trade secrets are a form of intellectual properties which are created from one‟s 

intellect and creativity. Trade secrets are intangible assets of the business. Trade 

secrets provide confidence to the investors such as financial institutions and the 

general public to invest in a business entity. Trade secrets also play a major role in 

building confidence in a collaborating company to expand the business for 

maximising the profits. Along with the protection of trade secrets, owners can also 

maximise the economic value of trade secrets by licensing their trade secrets. In the 

present global era of industrialization, it is important to protect and recognise trade 

secrets. This chapter explains the meaning, definition and international framework 

with respect to trade secrets. 

2.2 Meaning and definition of trade secret 

 
In the present globalising world, a country‟s legal framework plays a crucial role to 

participate in international trade. At the same time having a protective legal 

framework provides scope for the growth of market, competitiveness and new 

opportunities for the countries. India being a developing country, the impact of 

globalization is tremendous due to its industrialisation and growing service sector, 

which creates employment opportunities. Intellectual properties including trade 

secrets protection plays a key factor for economic and technological growth. 

In case of other intellectual properties like patents and copyrights, the law provides 

exclusive rights to the inventor and other stakeholders for a specific period of time to 

use, exploit and control to make economic good so that the investment made for the 

research can be taken back. But it is different when it comes to the concept of trade 
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secrets. The owner of the trade secrets wishes to have the ownership with him until he 

decides to disclose it, because disclosing the trade secret to others severely affects the 

business.1 

Maintaining confidentiality in the business is perhaps the most disputed everywhere 

in the business world. Under the wide spread market system, where rivalry is 

unavoidable, each company tries to acquire and keep the confidential information 

secretly. 

Comprehensively speaking, any secret information or data of a business organisation 

which gives a businessman a competition with others is said to be a trade secret. It 

includes information related to production, industrial secrets or sale. Unauthorized use 

of such data by individuals other than the holder will be deemed unfair business 

conduct and a violation of the trade secret. 

The trade secrets include techniques of sales, purchaser‟s profiles, distribution 

channels, promotion strategies and production procedures. At last what information is 

said to be a trade secret will obviously depend upon the condition of each business 

entity. It may be a technique, method of production which is unique, a programme, 

formula, price estimating information, client‟s lists or any other information which 

has intellectual efforts that the business entity wishes to keep it as confidential 

information or it assumes that the disclosure of such information will affect their 

commercial interest.2 

A trade secret is one that dictates the financial worth, real or potential, of something 

by not being popularly regarded to, and not being readily ascertainable by legitimate 

methods by various individuals who can make money financially from its publicity or 

use, and is the subject of reasonable efforts to keep it secret under the circumstances. 

In Saltman Engineering Co. Ltd. v. Campbell Engineering Co. Ltd3, Lord Greene 

said, „The confidential information should not be something which is public property 

 
1 D. S. Sengar, Proetection of Trade Secrets and Undisclosed Information: Law and Litigation, 53 JILI 

254, 256 (2011) 

2 S. K. Verma, Legal Protection of Trade Secrets and Confidential Information, 44 JILI 336, 337-339 

(2002) 

3 [1963] 3 All E.R. 413 
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and public knowledge. Further he said that, it is valid to have a confidential 

information document of an equation, a drawing, plan, or other similar creation that is 

the result of the creator's labour on material that is potentially available for use. What 

makes it confidential is the method through which the trade secret's creator 

painstakingly produced it using his intellect. 

In Thomas Marshall Ltd. v. Guinle4 , the defendant was working as a managing 

director of Plaintiff Company under contract. Defendant left the company before the 

end of contract. Company had expressly mentioned a clause in the contract to not to 

reveal sensitive information before and after his employment was terminated. The 

court held that the defendant was under obligation to maintain confidentiality. Court 

laid down 4 important factors to determine the confidentiality, namely: 

i. The trade secret owner should consider the information as a secret or 

confidential 

ii. The trade secret owner must consider that revealing of such confidential 

information affects his commercial interest and benefits the competitors 

iii. Such trade secret or confidential information must not be available at public 

domain 

iv. The trade secret owner should believe that keeping such information 

confidential is reasonable; and 

v. Such information should be used or practised in particular industry 

 
In American Express Bank Ltd. v. Ms. Priya Puri5 the Delhi High Court has defined 

the term trade secrets as specialised expertise, formulae or a peculiar mode or strategy 

for business adopted by a business entity which is not known to outsiders. A trade 

secret is exclusive information of a business entity and reasonable efforts are made to 

protect the confidentiality. Disclosure of confidential information is illegal in some 

cases. Trade secrets are actually data that can be utilized in the business activity or 

different undertaking that is adequately significant to keep certain information as a 

secret to earn a possible benefit. A famous definition is „anything the owner of 

confidential information or valuable data doesn‟t want to disclose to the competitors‟. 

 

 

4 (1978) 3 All ER 193 

5 (2006) IIILJ 540 Del 
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The following are the main 3 factors required to form trade secrets: 

 
1. It should not be known or available to individuals who regularly manage such 

kind of information. 

2. It should have commercial interest in such confidential information. 

3. The business entity should take reasonable efforts to keep such confidential 

information secret. 

The word trade secret refers to a data or information which is kept as a secret and has 

business esteem. There is no universally accepted definition or meaning for trade 

secrets. It may be a practice, procedure, formulae, plan, and instrument, example, or 

gathering of data by the business organisation to get a benefit over competitors in the 

field of business. It is also considered confidential information. 

In simple words, a trade secret can be any valuable or useful information of a business 

organisation which the trade secret owner does not wish to disclose to the public. 

Another definition can be „anything the owner of useful information or data doesn‟t 

want his competitors or outsiders to know‟. 

Black‟s Law Dictionary6 defines trade secret as a device, process, formula or any 

other business information which is kept confidential for maintaining benefit against 

the competitors. Any information that belongs to the business entity which may be 

formula, programme, pattern, device, method, compilation, technique that brings 

independent commercial value to the business entity and a loss from its disclosure 

The protection of Trade Secrets and confidential information of the employer cannot 

be possible without restricting the employees from disclosure to outsiders, because 

trade secrets need to be disclosed at least to certain people to implement them in the 

business. Hence, the employee after termination of his employment can continue to 

use the naturally imbibed knowledge and skills but the specific information which has 

built by the business entity such as copy of list of customers can be just copied by the 

employee and use anywhere in the future. Employee owes duty of fidelity to his 

employer to not to disclose it to competitors or use for his own benefit.7 

 

 

6 Black s Law Dictionary, 8 ed., p 1533 

7 Pollock & Mulla, Indian Contract Act,1872, p. 838 ( LexisNexis Butterworths, 13th ed., 2012) 
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2.3 Emergence of concept of trade secrets 

 
Concept of trade secrets can be traced back to Roman law, though under such an old 

general set of laws a competitor‟s struggle to uncover the trade secrets of similar 

businesses creates so many issues. Trade secret law developed in England during the 

industrial revolution. A trade secrets is a non-public data concerning the business 

practices of restrictive information and is dependent upon reasonable efforts to protect 

the secrecy. Public revelation of trade secret may now be unlawful. Different terms 

used for the word trade secret are „confidential data‟, „restrictive data‟. Trade secrets 

are in reality any data that can be used in business or different fields that is adequately 

important and that need to be maintained secretly for the commercial benefit of the 

business. 

Law on trade secrets began to develop with the rise of modern enterprise in the mid- 

19th century. In mid-century the overall general theory of trade secrets started to 

begin. Before 1860, courts basically dealt with the particular legal issues while 

deciding the matters concerning the agreements pertaining to avoid the use or disclose 

the information. These issues were settled based on legitimate standards for granting 

injunction. No court tried to set forth overall general theory, but by the mid-19th 

century, there were enough ideas for the emergence of a general theory.8 

Though trade secrets originated in the early 18th century in England, the Supreme 

Court of Massachusetts seems to be the first court in the USA to describe a full view 

on trade secrets. If a person invents something and keeps it a secret such as a 

manufacturing process, whether he has patent right or not but if he has a property 

right in it, which a court will secure against one who breaches the contract and breach 

of confidence is made by disclose it to third persons, then i.e., breach of contract. 

The court in Peabody v. Norfolk9, The entitlement to an injunction for a violation of 

trust, as well as trade secrets as a characteristic of the goodwill of the entity were both 

highlighted by the court. The court also stated that the protection of confidential 

information should go beyond the standard violation of contract; instead, the court 

 
8 Abhik Guha Roy, Protection of Intellectual Property in the Form of Trade Secrets, 11 JIPRR 192, 

193 (2006) 

9 98 Mass. 452 (1868) 
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looked at both express and implicit contracts and inferred express responsibilities. By 

1907, the notion of trade secrets had been fully incorporated into the law, with the 

California Supreme Court declaring that equity shall always be safeguarded against 

the revelation of proprietary information and confidential communication. 

2.4 International Framework for Protection of Trade Secrets 

 
The trade secrets have been given protection under international instruments. Such as 

GATT, TRIPS and NAFTA 

2.4.1.   Paris Convention 

 
Primary reason for the Paris convention (1883) was for protecting industrial 

property was to prevent unfair competition. The Paris Convention's Article 

10 bis (containing unfair competition) provides a possible source of support 

to global trade secret safeguards, though its wording of this article is only 

slightly relevant. The Paris Convention prevents its members from engaging 

in unfair trade practises, which implies that "any act of competition that is in 

contradiction with the fair norms of trade and business is not allowed." Trade 

secret violation is not included in the Paris convention's categories of unfair 

competition. However, the Paris Convention's article 1 (2) states that 

industrial property must be considered in its widest sense. As a result, the 

legal implications of interpreting the Paris Convention in the sphere of trade 

secrets are seen as ambiguous, because the Paris Convention's absence of 

enforcement measures left the international community without a legal 

instrument to accomplish the protection. As a result, the convention 

statement is unclear as to whether economic espionage or other illegal ways 

of obtaining a trade secret constitutes unfair competition.10 

2.4.2 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

 
This agreement is between many countries whose objective is to promote 

international trade by reducing the trade barriers signed in 1948. Article X of 

this agreement says that no contracting party shall be compelled to disclose 

confidential information which would affect the legitimate commercial 

 

10 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, 1883 
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interests of the business entities, public or private. By looking at this we can 

say that the upholding of the confidential information was recognised in 

1948 itself.11 The same article is available in the present GATT 1994. 

2.4.3 North America Free Trade Agreement 

The above agreement between 3 countries such as Canada, Mexico and the 

United States came into force in the year 1994. NAFTA eliminated most of 

the tariff on those products traded between above three countries, focussed 

on liberalisation of trade between them and also spoke about the protection 

of other intellectual property right along with trade secrets.12 Article 1711 of 

the agreement provides: 

➢ Each country shall provide legal protection to trade secrets to prevent 

outsiders from use or acquire without the consent of the lawful owner of 

such trade secrets. The agreement has defined as to what constitute as 

confidential information in the following criteria: 

a. The information should be kept secretly, which means it is not 

readily available to people who generally deal in such kinds of 

business. 

b. The information must have economic value, and 

c. The owner of such a trade secret must have taken reasonable care 

to keep it confidential. 

The agreement between countries further stipulates the following 

conditions: 

i. The country may give evidence in the court by using electronic 

data, physical documents, films etc., as evidence to defend that the 

trade secret belongs to him/her. 

ii. No country can fix a time period for protection of trade secrets. 

iii. No country shall put a non-tariff barrier by or impeding voluntary 

license by levying discriminatory conditions licenses or the 

conditions such that it dilutes the usefulness of trade secrets. 

 

 

11 General Agreement on Trade and Tariff, 1948 

12 North America Free Trade Agreement, 1994 
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If an importing country requires approval from its authorities for the 

pharmaceutical goods or any agricultural pesticide used products, the 

exporting country needs to submit the undisclosed test reports or any relevant 

information to decide whether the products are safe to enter the country. But 

such information needs to be kept confidential by the importing country. 

Once the agreement comes into force, no person shall use the information 

submitted for the fulfilment of the conditions. After 5 years of term, 

permission can be taken from the exporting country for product approval, by 

considering the nature of the trade secrets, expenditure and struggle made by 

the proprietor.13 

2.4.4 Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) 

Trade secrets are an important subject matter of the law worldwide. The 

member countries of the multilateral agreement of the World Trade 

Organisation are compelled to provide a legal framework for the protection 

of trade secrets because of the TRIPS agreement, which protects trade 

secrets. 

This agreement was entered in 1994 which is a comprehensive multilateral 

agreement for protection concerning intellectual property rights. The member 

nations of the World Trade Organization (WTO) are subject to the provisions 

of the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) 

agreement. This is the first agreement at international level to protect trade 

secrets expressly. The TRIPS Agreement is founded on the premise that 

unfair competition protection must also include protection for unreleased 

information. The TRIPS Agreement alludes to the prior existing safeguard 

against unfair competition established in the Paris Convention when 

establishing this technique. Article 39 of section 7 speaks about the 

protection of undisclosed information.14 

Despite the fact that trade secrets are confidential as well as commercial. For 

a trade secret to have any functional worth, the proprietor should share it to a 

restricted team of workers and partners. Laws thus provide exceptions to the 

protected disclosure within a particular group of people. 

 

13 Vandana Pai and Ramya Seetharaman, Legal Protection of Trade Secrets (2004) 1 SCC (Jour) 22 

14 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights,1995 
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In practice, TRIPS requirements under the article 39 for safeguarding trade 

secrets are as follows: 

a. Secrecy- The information ensured should be secret. Secrecy need not 

be supreme. The owner of the trade secret can share the data only with 

his workers and partners. Secrecy instead requires the information 

should not be disclosed or readily available or accessible to the general 

public and that it should be disclosed only under a condition to keep it 

secret. 

b. Commercial Value- The undisclosed information should have 

economic value for being secret. The law on trade secrets most 

commonly protects the commercial information of a business entity, 

thus that information must acquire some benefit for keeping it secret. 

c. Reasonable Efforts to Maintain Secrecy- The undisclosed 

information must be the concern of reasonable efforts of the trade 

secret holder to keep it secret. The question regarding a trade secret 

claim arises when the measures to keep trade secret safely have failed. 

The law requires the owner of a trade secret to make certain efforts to 

keep it secret.15 

Necessary effort of enactments at domestic level is often described as 

reasonable effort to keep up with the article 39 of TRIPS. But in some 

countries the domestic laws compel the parties to have specific clauses 

regarding non-disclosure of confidential information to claim for violation of 

trade secrets.16 

 
2.5 Conclusion 

 
Due to the advancement in science and technology, rapid growth in business has taken 

place. And all business entities desire to protect their trade secrets from disclosure. 

The disclosure will affect the commercial value of their entity. Providing a particular 

definition to a trade secret helps the judiciary to decide the disputes and innocent trade 

secrets owner to defend them at court of law. As there is no specific definition for 

15 ibid 

16 Mark F. Schultz and Douglas C. Lippoldt, Background Paper; OECD Trade Policy Paper No. 162 

(2014). Available at: OECD website at: http://www.oecd.org/trade (last visited on December 10, 2015). 

http://www.oecd.org/trade
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trade secrets, the judiciary itself has defined in many cases. From GATT, 1948 to the 

TRIPS Agreement of WTO, 1995 lots of efforts have been made to protect the trade 

secrets as the trade was taking place at international level. The TRIPS can be 

considered as Magna Carta of the intellectual property rights, because the TRIPS 

agreement has provided protection to almost all the Intellectual Properties. TRIPS 

agreement obligates the WTO members to implement domestic laws to give effect to 

the TRIPS agreement but India being signatory has not implemented specific law till 

date. 

There is a necessity to protect trade secrets because the business organisations invest 

so much money in their research for inventions to acquire and protect their trade 

secrets. Thus, trade secrets are required to be recognised and protected as it is 

determined as one of the important Intellectual Property.
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CHAPTER 3 PROTECTION OF TRADE SECRETS IN INDIA 

 
3.1 Introduction 

 
The owners of business entities invest huge amounts of money and other required 

resources to train the employees for acquiring specific knowledge and skills, so that 

they can efficiently work for the growth of the business entity. But employees may 

leave the entity after gaining knowledge and start their own firm or join the 

competitor of the earlier business entity. Hence, employers to protect their interest 

they restrict employees from leaving the firm. Thus to prevent employees from 

immediately leaving the entity after gaining skills and knowledge and to also prevent 

them from disclosing the trade secrets, employers started to enter into contracts with 

employees so that they can enforce those terms and conditions put forth and agreed by 

both the parties. In India, those kinds of contracts are enforced by the Indian Contract 

Act. There are also situations where misappropriation of trade secrets takes place and 

the judiciary has tried to cover such issues under available legislation. Yet India does 

not have specific legislation for protection of trade secrets, but the judiciary has put so 

many efforts to cover trade secrets related issues under different legislations. This 

chapter broadly explains the legislative as well as judicial protection given to the trade 

secrets under Indian legal framework. 

3.2 Protection Under Civil Laws 

3.2.1 Indian Contract act, 1872 

 
It is not new for the business organizations to restrict their employees from carrying 

on similar kinds of activities outside their organisation. Such limitation can be put by 

entering a contract for non-disclosure of the confidential information or trade secrets. 

Such clauses in the contract are included to avoid competition. Numerous times 

debate arises as to whether a contract which prevents a person from carrying out 

business is valid or not.17 

The business organisations invest lots of money and other resources in giving training 

to their employees to procure knowledge and specific skills with respect to their job 

 
17 Katherine Linton, The Importance of Trade Secrets: New Directions in International Trade Policy 

Making and Empirical Research, JICE (2016) 
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with the object that they can contribute for compelling business development. By 

investing in employees, employers expects to have long-term relationships with them 

in the business entity. But on the other hand employees after acquiring the required 

skills and abilities tend to find another job which is more rewarding or even at some 

point of time come up as a rival company. Subsequently, businesses limit employees 

by enforcing contracts from joining or conducting similar nature of work to protect 

their interest. Obviously, the business and worker will have conflicting interests in 

such situations. 

In India such kinds of contracts are seen under section 27 of the Indian Contract Act, 

1872. Section 27 deals with the „agreements on restraint of trade‟. Any contract that 

restricts or inhibits an individual from engaging in lawful trade or business of any 

kind is void, according to this provision. The sole exception is in the case of a 

goodwill transfer, in which the buyer may prohibit the seller from undertaking 

identical business within local borders.18 

The Indian Contract Act of 1872 establishes a set of rules and principles for contract 

creation and execution in India, as well as common law protection. Despite the fact 

that the term "trade secrets" does not appear in section 27 of the Contract Act, courts 

have considered it to include contracts which can preserve trade secrets. 

A contract in restraint of trade is arrangement between the parties by virtue of which 

one party agrees to the clauses incorporated in the contract with respect to limiting the 

current or future freedom to engage in a predetermined trade himself or with different 

people. In such situations, the question before the court is whether the business's 

limits are legitimate or not. If such limitation is made to protect the trade secrets of a 

business entity then such restrictions are considered as valid. Basically the agreement 

on restraint of trade should be reasonable and whether such clause in the contract is 

reasonable or not should be decided by the judiciary.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18 Harshavardhan and Saurav Keshri, Trade Secrets: A Secret Still to Unveil, 13 JIPR 208, 212 (2008) 

19 Ranjeet Kumar, R.C. Tripathi, et.al. “Trade Secrets Protection in Digital Environment: A Global 

Perspective”, 2 IJEMS 1, 4 (2012) 
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In recent years, the concept of trade restriction agreements has undergone a 

transformation. It is critical to understand the basis of such agreements and how they 

are used in trade. The following cases will help in understanding the concept in detail 

There are 2 types of exceptions which may be set against a contract in restraint in 

India. They are exceptions to the law that are inserted into instances. The sale of 

goodwill, as specified in the provision, and the Indian Partnership Act, 1932, might be 

used to generate statutory exclusions. The exceptions listed under instances are 

exclusive agreements accepted by the seller of a business entity or exclusive 

agreements accepted by the buyer of a business entity or restraint arising from the 

combinations to regulate the trade and employees. Such restraints emerge from 

contracts of employment. Such restraint clauses are incorporated in contracts of 

employment or when the employer wants to put any restrictions. 

Restraint during Employment 

 
The doctrine of restraint to trade is applied to the contracts of employment, which 

generally restricts the working of employees. The restrictive clauses are those put to 

restrain the employee from doing something which is otherwise a lawful activity. 

Restraints of this type are used in two circumstances. First, when a business owner 

sells his company to an outsider and second, when an employer includes specific 

restricting provisions in an employee's contract. 

Such restraining clauses in the contracts include those conditions, whereby employees 

agree not to set up a competing business upon quitting the job or starting a competing 

firm, or that they will not engage in any other commerce than with the employer. The 

constraint can be applied at any point throughout the employment, including during 

the employment, after termination, and during any early removal.20 

An employer can legally restrain an employee from joining a competing business or 

forming his own business of same nature. Inserting negative clauses during the 

employment are not considered as restraint on trade under sec. 27. It is generally 

accepted that the employee is bound to oblige by the terms stipulated by the employer 

during the employment, because there is a obligation on employee to perform the 

 

20 Abhinav Kumar, Pramit Mohanty et.al., “Legal Protection of Trade Secrets: Towards a Codified 

Regime”, 11 JIPR 397 (2006) 
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work, which is in 3 ways, Firstly, duty to perform job, Secondly, duty to perform the 

job effectively, Thirdly, obligation to do the job correctly, which includes maintaining 

confidentiality and not competing with the employer. The third component is the most 

crucial.21 

In V. N. Deshpande v. Arvind Mills Co. Ltd 22 , an employee was working as a 

weaving master for 3 years and agreed under a contract that he will not provide the 

service anywhere else in India during the period of contract. But he left his job in a 

year and joined a different mill for the job title. The question posed before the court 

was whether such agreement of employer and employee is an agreement on restraint 

of trade? The court held the agreement reasonable and granted injunction against the 

employee. The prohibition to not join anywhere else was not for lifetime but only for 

a limited period of time. Therefore, the contract was held enforceable. 

The principle being followed by English courts is that „any restriction which is 

partially or fully in contravention to public policy and is prima facie void‟. 

The principle was followed in the case of Mason v. Fortunate Clothing and Supply 

Co. Ltd23, in this case outgoing worker of the business entity was restricted by the 

contract to not to carry on the business of "tent and supply of materials". The court 

was asked if the worker may be barred from conducting business in a location that 

was 25 miles away from the employer's location. The court ruled that such a contract 

restricting one's ability to conduct business is against public policy and hence invalid. 

However, the lifelong restraint to conduct business was held valid in Fitch v. Dewes24, 

the defendant in this case was a clerk in plaintiff‟s solicitors practice in Tamworth. 

The employer and employee had a contract which included a clause that restricted the 

defendant to work elsewhere within seven miles of „Tamworth‟ if he leaves the work 

at the employer‟s place. The House of Lords, while deciding the validity of the 

contract, held that the restrictive clause did not exceed what is reasonably necessary to 

safeguard the plaintiff‟s business. The justification given was that the business was set 

 

21 Suvrashis Sarkar, Protecting Confidential Information and Trade Secrets as Intellectual Property, 5 

IJAR 71, 72 (2015) 

22 AIR 1946 Bom. 423 

23 (1913) A. C. 724 

24 (1921) A.C. 158 
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up in such a place where the customers of the employer will start going to the 

employee‟s entity where the employer took so many years to set up his business. And 

the employee will get benefits without any effort. Thus the restrictive clause was held 

valid and reasonable to protect the interest of the employer. 

In Herbert Morris v. Saxelb25 the question before the court was whether the employee 

can use the knowledge which he acquired from the employer during the course of his 

employment for setting up his own business? Atkinson and Justice Shaw held that, 

„trade secrets‟ as the names of clients and other such things are important information. 

They are the employer's property, and as a result, the employee may be barred from 

engaging in any business that is in direct competition with his employer throughout 

the course of his employment. Employers are allowed to ensure that their trade secrets 

are not being disclosed to the public or used against their interest. 

Indian law likewise runs in a comparative line. Over the course of their employment, 

an organisation may impair a worker's ability to perform identical job in another 

company. This is in light of a real concern for businesses that invest a significant 

amount of money in educating their employees. Workers may also leave the company 

after completing the training prior to the termination contract. 

Niranjan Shankar Golikari v. Century Spinning and Manufacturing Company 

Limited26, in this case the employer was required to keep certain technical data secret 

because of the contract it entered with its foreign partner. The employer made a 

contract with its employees to maintain secrecy. Through all the training the 

defendant was the employee who acquired specialised knowledge and expertise skills 

and learned technical know-how. After some time he left the job before the expiration 

of the employment period and joined with the rival business. The employer contended 

before the court that the confidentiality had been breached by the employee when he 

joined employment with the rivals. The Supreme Court held that the employer‟s 

interest with regard to the secret of production procedure needs to be secured by 

restricting the defendant from revealing the trade secret to competitors. The court 

gave a permanent injunction against the employee. The explanation given by the court 

was that the contract executed between the employee and employer can be executed 

25 (1916) All ER 1 AC 688 

26 AIR 1967 SC 1098 
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till the completion of employment term and also held that the employee has joined the 

rival business which takes up the same production. Accordingly, it is essential and 

necessary to protect the employer‟s interest. 

Also in Jet Airways Ltd. v. Mr. Jan Peter Ravi Karnik27, the plaintiff had appointed 

the defendant as a pilot. The company had coordinated to empower the defendant and 

other different pilots to fly modern age airplanes. There was an understanding made 

between them that respondent will work under the petitioner for 7 years and work 

same kind of job under other association during that period. Meanwhile, the 

respondent resigned within half a year of finishing preparing and joined another 

aircraft. An injunction was sorted against the respondent. The Bombay High Court 

denied granting injunction against the respondent. The court decided that there was no 

business interest that needed to be kept hidden. The court stated that the facts of the 

Jet Airways case varied from those of Golikari's28, and that the preparation received 

by the respondent in the current case was not a secret, as it was in Golikar's case. 

Indeed, even the workers of similar airlines get the same knowledge. The appellant 

had not gotten any extraordinary information on any proprietary innovation that had a 

place only with his manager. 

But, the contract may not be enforced if the clauses are one-sided and are only in 

favour of the employer. 

It can be seen in the case of Gopal Paper Mills v. Ganesh Das Malhotra 29, the 

employer who is a plaintiff had recruited the employee the defendant herein to work 

for 20 years, the contract had a clause that the defendant was not suppose to work for 

any other person or disclose any information of the employer to the outsiders during 

the employment. The increase in payment to the employee was insignificant and also 

the employer had privilege to remove the employee from service anytime without due 

notice, so the court held that the contract between the employees was one-sided and 

favouring only the employer. Therefore, a clause restraining the employee to work in 

another place is not enforceable. 

 

 
 

27 (2000) 4 Bom C. R. 487 

28 Supra 26 

29 AIR 1962 cal 61 
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In Sandhaya Organic chemicals Pvt. Ltd. v. United phosphorus Ltd30, The claimants, 

who found a new method to produce the aluminium phosphate and zinc phosphate by 

adding red phosphorus to it instead of white/yellow phosphorus. The claimants after 

conducting many experiments found this new method. The claimants have absolute 

right over the process since they are the one who found the new process. But the 

defendants should be stopped from using this process to produce the AIP and ZnP as 

the claimants have absolute and exclusive right over the process, the defendant should 

not be allowed to sell the product by using this process in an open market. One of the 

defendants who was also an employee in Claimants Company and was given a 

position of plant manager should not disclose the confidential information of the 

claimants company nor should he be allowed to disclose the new process founded by 

the claimant's company therefore he should be restrained from doing so. But whether 

he can be restrained to work in any other company who is a competitor of the 

claimant‟s company who is into production of AIP and ZnP? The Supreme Court said 

that section 27 of the Indian Contract Act states that when there is a termination of an 

employee then an agreement made during his employment cannot be enforced against 

him which restrains him from doing some acts in future. If the order is passed to 

restrain him from using his skills and knowledge which he has acquired during the 

course of employment, then it is just like depriving his right to carry on his profession 

or business etc. Therefore such an order cannot be passed. But only when it is proved 

that he has disclosed the confidential information of the claimant‟s company which 

was told to him by the claimant‟s company then he can be restrained so. The English 

court also provides that the employee can be restrained even after termination but 

only for the confidential information and not for personal grudge over the other 

company. 

One of the standards of substantial restriction is that an employer can restrict his 

employee after the termination of employment for protection against non-disclosure 

of his trade secrets and confidential information. The contract of employment is not 

just to safeguard the interest of the employees but also the employer. The employee 

has an obligation not to disclose the trade secrets which he obtains during the 

employment. An employer can seek injunction against the employee for disclosure of 

 
 

30 AIR 1997 Guj 177 
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any confidential information or trade secrets which affect the commercial interest of 

employer. 

However, this does not apply to all data. Only those pieces of knowledge that are 

considered trade secrets are the responsibility of the employee. Confidential 

information should be exceptionally privileged and private to call it a trade secret. 

There are some factors which have to be taken into account before considering the 

information as „trade secrets‟. The sort of work conducted during the employment 

should be considered. Secondly, the type of the information should be examined. 

Thirdly, whether the employer wants his employee to keep the information secret and 

confidential should be considered. The above judgments show that contractual 

restrictions are made to protect the trade secrets. But it can be seen that there is no 

uniformity in decisions. 

In the absence of legislation, Courts and tribunals in India have protected the trade 

secrets of a business entity through applying common law for securing the interest of 

the businesses in India. 

The Delhi High Court in John Richard Brady and Ors v. Chemical Process Equipment 

P Ltd and Anr 31 where the trade secrets of a company were used without the 

permission court held that observed that it would in the interest of equity to limit the 

respondents from using the expertise, particulars, and specialized data with respect to 

the plaintiff‟s fodder manufacturing unit charged to them by express agreement not to 

disclose. 

Lord Green's views in the Saltman case32 were significantly relied on in the case of 

Konrad Wiedemann GmbH v. Standard Castings Pvt. Ltd33, According to Lord Green, 

Apart from contract, I believe the information to be confidential must have the 

essential quality of confidence about that, i.e. this should not be something that is 

state property and publicly available. On either side, it is entirely feasible to have 

sensitive documents, including an equation, a plan, or a drawing, that is the outcome 

of the maker's  work which is available for anybody. However, the fact that the 

 
 

31 AIR 1987 Delhi 372 

32 (1963) 3 All ER 413 

33 [1985](10) IPLR 243. 
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document's developer employed his intellect to develop an outcome that can only be 

created by someone who goes through the same procedure renders it secret. If the 

above criteria‟s are met, then the document becomes confidential, defendant is not 

allowed to use it for other purpose. 

In Star India Private Limited v. Laxmiraj Seetharam Nayak & anr34, plaintiff had 

business concerning securing of copyrights for cinematograph films. After his 

employee left the job plaintiff got an order to restrain his employee from sharing the 

confidential information trade secrets and other business matters including business 

plans, marketing policies and franchisee agreements etc., it was observed in this case 

that the list provided by the plaintiff did not contain any trade secrets or confidential 

information. Court said anyone working in the business entity for certain period of 

time would come know the above said facts without any extra efforts, like the 

information of advertisement which already known to public and every businessman 

would generally come to know. Court said these don‟t constitute trade secrets. Court 

further said that, policy decisions, information regarding advertisement and strategies 

will not provide the status of secrecy. The above said details are well known to 

departments of all sales. They can be predicted by a reasonable and expert in business. 

In Suhner v. Transradio Ltd., Plowman35, Judge affirmed that the secret character of a 

document is determined by whether it includes valuable information gathered by the 

plaintiff for a specific purpose and, if it does, whether it has been turned over to the 

defendant for that reason. 

In Institute of Financial Markets Ltd. vs. Ramakar Jha36, employee had developed 

certain business strategies due to the specialised course held by the employer, which 

formed trade secrets for the business organisation. Employer acquired the above 

strategies (trade secrets) through a contract by agreeing to pay the employee more 

salary and certain incentives which were increased from time to time, for which 

employee also agreed that he will not disclose the trade secrets to anyone during the 

employment. But during the course of employment itself, employee threatened the 

employer and resigned. And joined the competitor‟s business and revealed those trade 

 

34 2003 (3) Bom. C.R. 563 

35 [1967] RPC 329 
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secrets. Court applied the negative covenant of employment contract by enforcing 

section 27 of the Contract Act. Court held that the contract was a contract of trust and 

faith. Hence, competitor cannot be permitted to use the trade secrets of plaintiff while 

the contract of employment still subsists. 

It was held, based on Zee Telefilms Ltd. & Another. v. Sundial Communications Pvt. 

Ltd. & Ors37, that the right to restrain of publication of a work containing confidential 

information is not a proprietary right of the copyright, despite the fact that the law of 

confidence differs from law of copyright. It was found that a breach of good faith in 

disclosing information obtained in confidence could be restricted by an injunction, if 

the information or idea had not otherwise become publicly known. 

In VFS Global Services  Private v Suprit Roy38, defendant was engaged under a 

contract that allowed any party to discontinue his services with one month's notice or 

payment and provisions were also forbidding the defendant from communicating with 

a competitor while working for at least 2 years. The employer sued in court or 

damages and to enforce the have the restrictive covenant. The relief sought was 

considered to be exceedingly vague and not simply non-disclosure of sensitive 

information, according to D.Y. Chandrachud J. A clause banning an employee from 

disclosing industrial or trade secrets will not be in restraint of trade. Finally, the 

defendant argued that the issue in question was not confidential, but he promised to 

keep the information secret if it was not in the public sphere. 

The plaintiff in Krishan Murugai v. Superintendence Co. of India Pvt. Ltd39, case was 

in the business of inspecting merchandise to determine quality. The plaintiff created 

its own quality testing and control procedures and claimed that these processes, as 

well as its clients, were trade secrets. The defendant was hired as a manager under a 

contract that prohibited him from running a competing firm for two years after 

leaving the plaintiff's job. It was also agreed that he would not divulge the plaintiff's 

secrets to any third parties. After his employment was terminated, the defendant 

created a business under a similar name that was identical to the plaintiffs'. He formed 

a partnership with the plaintiff's rivals, recruited the plaintiff's clients, and used the 
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same methods he learned while working for the plaintiff. The plaintiff filed an 

injunction claim based solely on the contract of employment. 

The defendant claimed that the contract was invalid under Section 27 of the Contract 

Act because it was in restriction of commerce. 

The court ruled as follows: 

 
i. A reasonable constraint of commerce was permissible under the old Contract 

Act (before to 1932), but the revised Section 27 of the Act states differently. It 

only makes one exception: the seller of a business's goodwill may agree to a 

reasonable restriction on his trade. In the case of a master-servant relationship, 

there is no exemption. 

ii.  A restriction to conduct a competitive company while employed is 

permissible, but it is illegal and invalid if it continues after the employment 

ends. 

This judgement distinguished between a service contract and a contract for the sale of 

a firm, and stated unequivocally that English law is meaningless insofar as it 

contradicts Section 27's absolute requirements. However, it went on to examine the 

issue with the assumption that English law rules would apply. On the facts, the court 

determined that the defendant was not performing any technical labour, had a 

scientific background, and lacked specialised training, and therefore this was not a 

matter involving trade secrets. The court decided that the customers list could only be 

safeguarded if the defendant could prove that he had some influence over the 

employer's customers. The injunction was rejected due to the circumstances. 

The Niranjan Shankar Golakari40 case was relied in this case. In response to the 

Supreme Court's ruling, the court stated: After the time of service, the injunction only 

applied to the disclosure of trade secrets. No such trade secrets have been proved to 

have been divulged to the defendant in this instance. The court went on to say that “if 

the plaintiff had claimed any secrets as having been handed on to the defendant and 

the facts pled might have demonstrated that there were trade secrets, the plaintiff 

would be allowed to a temporary restraining order prohibiting the defendants from 

disclosing these trade secrets.”The Supreme Court heard this case on appeal. The 
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majority of the Court, comprised of Justice B.D. Tulzapurkar and Justice N.L. 

Untwalia, stated that the appeal raised two major issues: 

i. Whether after restrictive covenant in restraint of trade enclosed in clause (10) 

of the parties' contract is invalidate under Section 27 of the Indian Contract 

Act; 

ii. Whether the stated restrictive covenant, if it is legal, is enforceable at the 

appellant company's request against the respondent during its term. 

In first issue, they took note of counsels' various arguments, but on the second 

question, they concluded in favour of the defendant. They stated that they did not 

want to debate or decide whether a after restrictive covenant in restriction of 

commerce may ever be fair or must be invalid. In a separate ruling, Justice A.P. Sen 

concluded that a restrictive covenant that extends beyond the conclusion of the service 

is invalid under Section 27. 

Delhi High Court ruling in the Diljeeth Titus case 41 , clearly establishes that an 

employer's confidential information can be preserved even after the employee has left 

the company. Court banned the defendant in Escorts case, from producing, marketing, 

or offering for sale Pick-N-Carry mobile cranes which are a substantial replica or 

imitation of the Plaintiff‟s industrial designs which are his trade secrets and prohibited 

from exploiting the technological know-how in any other way. 

And in Burlington case42, Delhi High Court additionally prevented the petitioner from 

doing any business, especially mail-order business, by using petitioner's information 

of customers. Employee promise of not revealing or using trade secrets after leaving 

the company are only enforceable if they are reasonably essential to safeguard the 

employer. However, it is invalid because it imposes excessive restrictions on business. 

Employee covenant are extensively analysed to ensure that they are no wider in scope 

than is reasonably essential to protect the employer's best interest. 

Interlocutory, ad interim, or permanent injunctions are available. The information 

may only be kept private for a limited time, in which case the injunction will not be 

extended. Furthermore, because the allegedly secret information may be of use to the 

 

41 130 (2006) DLT 330 

42 MANU/DE/0185/1999 
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plaintiff only for a limited time, an interim injunction will generally be issued only for 

a limited time based on the circumstance In the Gujarat Bottling Co. Ltd. v. Coca 

Cola Ltd43, the principles that courts employ to decide whether to grant an interim or 

permanent injunction were described as follows: The issuing of an interim injunction 

during the proceedings of court is a subject that requires the Court's discretion. The 

Court uses the following tests when exercising its discretion: 

i. If the plaintiff has a reasonable case, 

ii. If the balance of convenience is in favour of plaintiff, and 

iii. If the plaintiff could very well incur severe harm if his interlocutory injunction 

claim is denied. 

The determination whether or not it should issue an interlocutory injunction must be 

made at a time whenever the complainant's legal right as well as claimed infringement 

are both disputed and unclear, and will remain so until they are proven at the trial. 

Interlocutory injunctions are given to protect the claimant from the possibility of 

injustice while the case is pending. The purpose of an interlocutory injunction is to 

shield the claimant from harm caused by a breach of his rights for which he would not 

be sufficiently rewarded in damages payable in the case if the uncertainty was 

addressed in a timely manner .However, the necessity for such protection must be 

balanced against the defendant's need for protection against injury arising from his 

inability to exercise his rights under the law for which he could not be fairly 

compensated. The Court must balance one requirement with another to find the 

"balance of convenience." The “market worth of the private documents based on a 

conceptual transaction between an interested seller and an interested purchaser” is 

used to calculate damages. 

In Genetics India Pvt Ltd. v. Shailendra Shiv44, The court stated that statements of the 

type and quality of confidential communications are important otherwise there is no 

issue of secrecy without them. As a result, a trade secret action should make it very 

apparent that the material at issue is confidential. Aside from claiming that the 

material is secret, the party must prove that necessary precautions were made to 
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maintain it that way. If the proprietor of the data cannot justify this, the information's 

secrecy may be jeopardised. 

In Ritika Pvt Ltd. v. Biba Apparels Pvt Ltd45, when a case was filed for breach of the 

claimant's clothing designs, judge ruled if an injunction application was filed for 

protection of trade secrets, the particular confidential information will have to be 

addressed, and how the claimant happened to own them and then court would 

consider issuing an injunction remedy. The defendant could not be held liable for an 

undefined trade secret under a general rule. Furthermore, no relief under the 

Copyright Statute could be provided, because Section 15(2) of the act states that no 

copyright may exist in a painting, sketch, or pattern that has been developed to 

generate more than 50 garments. 

In the event of infringement, an injunction or damages may be sought. In India, the 

legislation of Specific Reliefs Act, 1877, may apply in favour of those who have been 

aggrieved. However, a prima facie case must be proved, as well as a balance of 

convenience and irreparable damage. In various instances, an injunction has been 

denied owing to a lack of prima facie evidence. The courts have said that in order to 

obtain injunctions, the plaintiff must've material facts. 

In Bombay Dyeing and Manufacturing v. Mehar Karan Sing46, The Defendant was a 

Whole Time Director of the plaintiff company, appointed under the contract of 

employment. Defendant had agreed in the contract that he will not divulge or disclose 

the confidential information of company to any other person. The Defendant was also 

bound by the principle of the Code of Ethics of the business of the Plaintiff. But the 

defendant disclosed the confidential information i.e. manual of the customised 

software for real the estate business of Plaintiff Company to a competitor Dawnay 

Day India Land Pvt. Ltd. by e-mail. According to the plaintiff, the confidential 

information disclosed by the defendant included the customized software of plaintiff‟s 

real estate business, its manual along with the MOU and certain strategies and plans 

which were discussed during board meeting. The Bombay High Court in this case 

held the defendant liable for disclosing information regarding the software and its 

manual made by plaintiff. But the court refused to restrict the disclosure of business 

45 Del HC DE 0784 2016 

46 MANU/MH/0955/2010 
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plans discussed during board meetings. Court said that the strategic business plans 

along with boardroom discussion are not eligible to qualify to be a trade secret. 

As a result of the aforementioned case, it may be inferred that the Court has not 

acknowledged some aspects as trade secrets since they are easily guessed by a 

competitor and are already in the public domain. As a result, the owner of a trade 

secret cannot assert what he believes to be a trade secret. 

3.2.2. Copyrights Act, 1957 

 
IPR are territorial in nature and protection given to trade secrets may differ from one 

country to another. As there is no specific law to protect trade secrets in India, 

providing a thorough list of what courts in India consider as trade secrets is 

unimaginable. But the judiciary has protected the trade secrets throughout the years 

consistently. 

Section 2 (o) of the Copyright Act protects the information which comes under the 

domain of the meaning of the term literary work. In the Burlington Home Shopping 

Private Limited v. Rajnish Chibber47, High Court while restraining an ex-employee 

from utilizing the customer list which was solely possessed by the owner of business. 

Court held that the arrangement of addresses created by anybody by investing time, 

cash, skill and ability add up to an abstract work, the creator will have copyright. 

Taking into account and considering the court‟s view and observation made by the 

court, it can be summarized that such information of the employer which are qualified 

as literary work are offered security under the Copyright Act. 

Puneet Industrial Controls Pvt. Ltd. v. Classic Electronics48, In this case, the court had 

to decide whether the defendants were responsible for infringement under Section 51 

of the Copyright Act of 1957. The plaintiff company was involved in assembling and 

selling electronic goods. The plaintiff contended that one of his family members is 

using his trade secret and confidential information and had begun his own assembling 

unit and began producing the same electronic goods which were produced by him. 

The court held that the plaintiff has copyright over the data and the court restricted the 

defendants from using the trade secrets which are the efforts of the plaintiff. 

 

47 Supra 34 

48 1997 PTC(17) 161 
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3.2.3. The Right to Information Act, 2005 

 
The Right to Information Act, 2005 sets out the pragmatic system for citizens of the 

country. This enactment provides the citizens of India the right to information through 

which they will have access to information from public officials kept by them or 

controlled by them. This object of the enactment is to encourage transparency of the 

working of the officials. The RTI Act necessitates that all information or data should 

be revealed except those categories mentioned in section 8(1) and section 9 of the 

Act. 

8(1) (d) provides that the data relating to the trade secrets need not be compelled to 

disclose the information which would affect the commercial interest and competition 

of an individual unless the competent authority is satisfied that the disclosure of such 

information is in is in the public interest. 

Above all, in order to test the validity of Section 8(1) (d) of the Right to Information 

Act, it is fundamental to decide the nature of the information and, if the information 

which is secret is with respect to a private entity which is not needed to be put in the 

public domain, it has to be considered that whether such disclosure would adversely 

affect the third party. Such trade secrets should also be revealed if such information is 

required to be disclosed in the interest of the public. 

3.2.4. Trade Secrets under National Intellectual Property Rights Policy, India 

 
There was a need for a strong, comprehensive policy in furtherance of TRIPS 

agreement and to protect the national interest. Thus, the National Intellectual Property 

Rights Policy was introduced. It provides a roadmap for the IPRs in India. It is also 

forecasted that through the NIPRP, IP sectors can contribute to a country‟s economic 

growth. The 1st draft of policy was released in the year 2014. The Union cabinet in 

2016 approved and released the National Intellectual Property Rights Policy. A need 

was felt not just to see the importance of IPR for economic development, but also to 

see the necessity for recognition of trade secrets in a comprehensive policy structure 

in India.49 

Following are the objectives of Objective of the policy: 
 
 

49 National Intellectual Property Rights Policy, 2016 
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1. Awareness with regard to IPR: To provide awareness to the public about 

economic and social benefits of IPRs. The 21st century is about innovation and 

knowledge resulting in the benefit for the economy. The goal of the policy is 

to raise awareness among IP holders and the broader public about the benefits 

of IPR and their worth. The initiative will foster an environment that 

encourages both public and private sector innovation and creativity. In case of 

private sectors helps in improving their Research and development aiding 

generate economic benefit. And after the expiry of exclusive rights acquired 

by the IP holder, the innovation or creativity comes to the public domain from 

which they can make use of. So there is a need to create awareness in rural and 

the remote areas where people are unaware of IPRs. 

2. Encouraging the generations to get the benefit of IPRs: India has the 

largest technological and scientific talent in the country. There is a need to 

exploit this talent and knowledge for innovation which will create economic 

and social value to the creator and the country. A comprehensive survey will 

enable the evaluation thus formulates targeted programmes. The focus will be 

made on assisting the researchers to conduct research in the areas of national 

importance. Steps need to be taken to reach IPR regime to all the sectors, 

specially start-ups and MSMEs. 

3. To keep check on legal and legislative framework: the policy emphasises to 

have an effective IPR legal framework which will balance the interests of the 

rights of the owners with the public interest. The present intellectual property 

laws were either enacted or altered after India became a member of the TRIPS 

Agreement. Laws along with judicial interpretations provide effective legal 

framework for the protection of IPRs. It is important to protect the rich 

traditional medicinal knowledge from misappropriation. 

The steps required to be taken for attaining the above objective are given 

below: 

a) Review of the existing IPR laws, amend and repeal if necessary 

b) Become a member to the international treaties to protect the interest of 

domestic stakeholders of IPR by implementing the principles to enable 

in their decision making process. 
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c) Review and make update to IP related guidelines, rules and procedures 

for clarity, transparency and to speed up the administrative procedures 

and enforce the IP rights. 

d) Undertake an intense research to determine the extent of applying the 

existing laws to protecting intellectual properties in India and propose 

for a change if required. 

e) Identify the important areas of study and conduct research for further 

policy development. Such as, 

➢ Legal protection to trade secrets 

➢ Removal of inconsistencies and uncertainty amongst 

intellectual property laws and other laws, if there are any, 

➢ Conflict between intellectual property rights and competition 

law and policy; 

f) Look into the issues with respect to technical know-how, technology 

transfer and licensing related and recommend a required changes need 

to be made in the laws for fair and reasonable practice. 

4. Strengthening the administrative and management procedures: The 

different offices administer different intellectual Properties and are the 

foundation for efficient and well balanced IP system. IP offices face two 

challenges: enhancing their user-friendly procedure by developing value added 

services for user groups and making their operations super efficient, well 

organised, and cost effective, with extra work and technological complications 

on the one hand, and making their operations super efficient, well organised, 

and cost effective, with extra work and technological complications on the 

other. 

5. Commercialization of IPR: The economic demand for the intellectual 

property of owners generates from their commercialization. It is required to 

connect inventors and investors. Difficulty that is faced is valuation of the IP 

and assessment of its potential value for marketing it. Efforts need to be made 

to create a public platform for connecting the innovators, buyers along with 

funding institutions. 

6. Enforcement and Adjudication for infringement: a stringent and strong 

enforcing and adjudicating mechanisms is required for combating the IPR 

related infringements. There is a necessity to create awareness among general 
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public about the value of IP, for the protection and enforcement of IP owners 

rights. There is need to have enforcement agencies at different levels, for 

strengthening IPR cells in the police forces. And also it would be appropriate 

for adjudicating disputes related to IPR 

7. Strengthening the Human Capital: Human resources and institutions for 

research, training, and skill enhancement in IPRs should be strengthened and 

expanded. It is necessary to expand the number of IPR specialists and 

professionals in policy and lawmaking, as well as in administration, in order to 

extract the full value of IPRs for economic benefit. Such use of experts will 

increase generation of the IP assets and their use for developmental purposes 

in the country.50 

The present IP Policy aims to make IP a strategic and important tool in national 

development goals. It foresees a well-thought-out and integrated IP framework in 

India, as well as a comprehensive approach to dealing with authoritative, regulatory, 

valid, and enforcement issues. Public as well as private sectors, different stakeholders, 

will likewise be engaged with the implementation process. 

A brief analysis of the National Intellectual Property Rights policy, 2016 with 

respect to trade secrets 

The provision concerning the protection of trade secrets is given in the above 

objectives of the policy. It aims to provide effective laws with regard to trade secrets 

through balancing the national interest and international obligations (such as TRIPS) 

and which will ultimately brings the balance in the interest of exclusive rights owners 

and larger public interest. Whereas, objective 3(e) provides for identifying the 

important areas of study and conduct research for further policy development includes 

trade secrets. Under this, it is specifically mentioned about the Protection of trade 

secrets. By looking into the objectives, it can be said that government is forecasting 

the future policy development related to protection of trade secrets. The draft of 

policy of 2014 contained the provisions for trade secrets protection in the objectives. 

The objective 3(b) particularly mentions that the need for implementing the 

international obligations in the domestic laws for effective protection of trade secrets 

and for administration of justice. Whereas objective 3.6 speaks of identifying 

50 ibid 
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important areas of study and research for future policy development which includes 

undisclosed information. But, it is surprise to know that the final policy approved in 

2016 though kept provision for protection of trade secrets, but omitted the objective 

provided in first draft of 2014 which had objective to enact a law for the protection of 

trade secrets. 

It is need of hour for India to have a legal framework for protection of trade secrets in 

the interest of business entities and for the fulfilment of obligation under the TRIPS 

Agreement. An effective legislation with regard trade secrets is also necessary for 

promoting the foreign investment which strengthens the country‟s economy by the 

flow of money. Government has failed to fulfil the obligation put forth by the TRIPS 

Agreement to enact a domestic law for the protection of trade. It is a crucial time to 

India to accept and recognise trade secrets as a part of intellectual property and make 

a for the protection of trade secrets in the country. 

3.2.5. The Draft National Innovation Bill, 2008 

 
At present almost all developed countries have given effective protection to creativity 

and innovation. Innovation which is originated from one‟s own knowledge and 

creativity is protected by the countries through various laws, like Patent and 

Copyright Law. Business organisations will have some information or skill which is 

unique and economically advantageous where the business organisation wants keep it 

confidential and secret. To protect and govern such confidential information a special 

law is required to be enacted, so that they can keep the innovation and information 

confidential so that they can earn profit.51 

Innovation and protection of such innovation encourages people to invent new things 

and there by helps economy to grow. The industrial application of the innovation 

helps to solve the problems of business and encourages for further innovation. The 

policies need to be made for regulating and to maintain competition the fields of 

science and technology. Thus, Central Government has introduced a Draft National 

Innovation Act for encouraging research and innovation. The draft is introduced by 

„Department of Science and technology‟, aims to provide proper legal framework for 
 
 

51 Faizanur Rahman, Trade Secrets Law and Innovation Policy in India, Available at www.manupatra.c 
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encouraging the innovation among people. The main aim of the proposed draft is to 

codify and consolidate the law for protecting the trade secrets, confidential 

information and innovation.52 

Along with the Uniform Trade Secrets Act of 1979, trade secrets are also protected in 

the United States by the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, which, under some 

circumstances, renders "theft" of trade secrets a felony by treating trade secrets as 

property. But under common law principles, protection of trade secrets is regarded as 

an equitable right and not a property right. Confidentiality and confidential 

information, as well as trade secrets, are discussed in Chapter VI of the proposed 

National Innovation Act, titled Confidentiality and confidential information, as well 

as remedies and crimes. The chapter outlines confidentiality duties as well as 

remedies for maintaining secrecy. Sections 8-14 of the chapter deals with different 

aspects of the confidential information to provide protection under the draft Act. 

Obligation to Maintain Confidentiality 

 
Section 8 outlines the responsibilities of anybody who receives private information. 

The section allows parties to add terms and conditions in a contract that regulate their 

rights and responsibilities with respect to protecting confidentiality and preventing the 

misuse of sensitive information At global as well as India‟s level, it is accepted 

practise to enter agreement with employees to keep certain information confidential 

i.e. trade secrets. 

 
Confidentiality Arising out of Non-Contractual Relationships 

 
Section 9 provides for 3rd party‟s obligation to maintain confidentiality, when there is 

no contract. It specifically says that confidentiality which arises from non-contractual 

relationship i.e. equitable consideration also creates right to maintain or preserve the 

confidentiality of trade secrets. It provides rights to trade secret owner to prevent 3rd 

party from disclosing the information to public or any competitors without the of the 

trade secret owner. 

 

 

 

 

52 Md. Zafar Mahfooz Nomani and Faizanur Rahman, Intellectual of Trade Secrets and Innovation 

Laws in India 16 JIPR 341, 344 (2011) 
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Remedies to Preserve and Protect the Confidentiality, Order by the Court to 

Prevent Misappropriation 

Section 10 prescribes guidelines for preserving and protecting the confidential 

information or trade secrets from being misused during the court proceedings. It 

provides that court shall keep trade secrets secretly which is in dispute and claimed as 

confidential information, keeping of such confidential information secret during the 

court procedure refers to the grant of mandatory protective order regarding the 

discovery proceedings, sealing of confidential information including related files and 

records, conducting in-camera trial, and ordering any person or persons to not to 

disclose the confidential information mentioned in the claim. 

Exceptions Available for Misappropriation of Confidential Information 

 
Section 11 provides certain exceptions which can be pleaded by the party for 

misappropriation of the confidential information. Section provides defences which 

can be pleaded in the court for misappropriation proceedings. 3 types of exceptions 

are given, they are: 

1. If such information is already known to general public 

2. If the alleged offender or a third party develops the sensitive information 

independently, or 

3. If court considers disclosure of such trade secrets is for the interest of general 

public. So under this section a innocent person is protected from punishment 

when he disclose the trade secrets in the interest of general public. 

What constitutes public interest is not provided under the aforesaid act. It varies 

according to the cases. In case of other defence such as availability of information in 

the public domain is a universally accepted defence under many laws for the 

protection of trade secrets. 

 

 

Mandatory Injunctions to Restrain Misappropriation of the Confidential 

Information 

Section 12 speaks about the power of court regarding grant of injunctions. The section 

authorises courts to grant temporary as well as permanent injunctions to restrain the 
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continuation of misappropriation of trade secrets. The section also says that if the 

disclosure considered as misappropriation, falls under the exceptions given under 

section 11, i.e. the trade secrets was already in public domain or has been 

independently developed by 3rd party or opponent, or disclosure of trade secrets were 

made in the public interest. In such cases, if the disclosure falls under the exception, 

then the complaint will be asked to compensate the defendant for causing loss and 

convenience through the interim injunction. 

Mandatory Damages on Proof of the Breach of Confidentiality 

 
Section 13 of the Act has given provisions relating to mandatory damages on the 

proof of breach of any confidentiality of information. When any person has directly or 

indirectly misappropriated or disclosed the trade secrets or confidential information to 

a competitor of such trade secret owner, or general public. Such a person will be held 

liable for damages. Furthermore, the clause gives the complaint a variety of 

alternatives for obtaining damages. 

The plaintiff, true owner of the trade secrets is entitled to receive the mandatory 

damages within the such period notified by the appropriate government, as notified by 

such appropriate government from time to time or the damages agreed by the parties 

in the contract, if any; or else damages have to be determined according to the 

consequential loss occurred the trade secret owner. Further, along with the damages 

plaintiff can claim expenditures occurred due to the court proceedings such as, 

attorney and court fees, if found that respondent has acted wilfully or maliciously to 

bring loss to the complainant, but that amount should not be more than 3 times of the 

mandatory damages prescribed by appropriate government. 

Economic importance of Trade Secret Protection 

 
The owners of trade secrets enjoy many rights and benefits from their trade secrets. 

The main objective of the trade secret owner is to make profits and to maximise their 

profits various rights are vested in them. The economic importance of protection of 

trade secret is so much important because it provides important for earning profits to 

him as well as the country. The Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has direct effect 

upon economic growth of a country, so providing effective and reasonable protection 

to the trade secrets boosts foreign as well as domestic investment in the country. 
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Trade secret is one of the important intellectual properties which have high economic 

importance in the current times. Trade secrets may include additional information 

acquired through the use of patented product or procedure, while the trade secrets are 

not patentable, will have more effective use of the patented invention. 

Providing exclusivity to the protection of innovation or invention provides a right to 

the owner to discouraging other from free usage. There are few reasons to reply on 

trade secret rather than other intellectual properties, such as: 

1. The process to obtain a patent is time consuming and uncertain 

2. A patent office requires disclosure of the process or skill of invention, while 

the objective is to keep it secret. 

3. Patent gives protection to a limited period of time where trade secrets owners 

enjoy longer duration, 

4.  With regard to copyright, ideas are not protected only expressions are 

protected, but in case of trade secrets even ideas can be protected until they are 

published or made known to the other or general public in one or the other 

way. 

Protection of trade secret is not just by registration, if the trade secret owner 

himself takes initiatives to maintain confidentiality, and enters into contract to 

put obligation to not to disclose an use without permission. There is no time 

limit in case of trade secrets. 

However, trade secrets have potentiality to adversely affect the economy of the 

country, creates serious challenge for the competition law from keeping the 

information secret. Until the disclosure is not made, the know-how of trade secrets is 

unavailable for the competitors and general public. This signifies that the technology 

and knowledge will be accumulated with only few entities and thus leads to 

concentration of the economic power, which leads to the risk for free competition. As 

each country has its own laws to prevent anti competitive behaviours, hence, trade 

secrets are also to be promoted and protected to enhance the innovation and 

investment. 

For example, Indian Competition Act, 2002, prohibits and regulates the unfair and 

anti competitive policies of business organisations. 
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3.3. Protection Under Criminal Laws 

3.3.1 Information Technology Act, 2000 (IT Act) 

 
Section 43 of the Information Technology Act makes a person liable who without due 

consent of the owner or in charge of a computer, has access or secures such access of 

such computer and downloads, gets duplicates or takes any data or information from 

the computer or helps any third person in getting access to such computer. And also, 

if such an act is carried out with a fraudulent intent, then such person will be punished 

with fine and imprisonment under the act. 

Section 65 of the above act provides punishment for tampering altering the computer 

sources. Moreover, Section 66 speaks about the hacking and remedy for the source 

holder and section 72 of the act stipulates the penalty for breach of confidentiality. 

The available remedies for the owners having he trade secrets or confidential 

information in electronic form are as follows: 

1. Injunction order to restrain the licensee, assignee, employee, or any other party 

from disclosing a trade secret or confidential information. 

2. To return back all the confidential information and trade secrets and 

3. Compensation for the loss occurred to the trade secrets holder due to the 

disclosure. 

3.3.2. Indian Penal Code, 1860 ("IPC") 

Any information which is in substantial movable form for instance in a CD or pen 

drive which is moved with a fraudulent intention from the possession of its lawful 

ownership of its legitimate holder without the assent of the legal owner attracts 

section 378 of IPC which provides for theft. Nonetheless, the extent of the said legal 

provision has not been reached out to cover an instance of data theft where the said 

information is an intangible property. Hence, concerning such data theft where 

information is intangible property reliance might be set on Section 408 of the IPC 

which provides for criminal breach of trust. 

Pramod v. Garware Plastics and Polyester Ltd and Anr 53 , in this instance, the 

Respondent, alleging that the applicant's actions amount to criminal breach of trust 

 
 

53 1986 (3) Bom CR 411 
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and deceit since the respondents' specialised competence amounts to "property," filed 

a criminal protest. Court did not respond to whether or not a proprietary innovation 

adds up to being a property, The plaintiff in this case contended that the act of the 

respondent constitutes Criminal Breach of Trust and cheating as the specialised 

knowledge and expertise procured by the respondents is a „property', thus it has filed 

a criminal complaint. But in this case the Court has not answered the question as to 

whether trade secrets form a property. But, the court said that if the petitioners use the 

trade secrets in breach of the contract of service, in that case section 408 and 420 of 

Indian Peal Code can be attracted.54 

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Commerce formed under the chairmanship 

of V. Vijayasai Reddy55, emphasized on that protection of data and maintenance of its 

secrecy in trade and business is important for firms that have secret formulae, 

business plans, techniques, and other proprietary information. In the face of growing 

frauds and misappropriation in the digital world, India needs a specific legislation or 

framework for trade secret protection. In this context, the Committee suggests that the 

Department consider adopting specific trade secret laws or a framework. 

3.4 Conclusion 

 
The Indian judiciary has protected the interest of the trade secrets owners in certain 

situations, but there is a lack of uniformity in the rulings of judiciary, that is due to no 

availability of specific statute concerned to the trade secrets. It is need of an hour that 

government should introduce a specific law with regard to protection of the trade 

secrets, whatever protection given under existing legislations do not cover the all 

aspects related to trade secrets. Judiciary has relied on different legislations by 

exercising its power of judicial activism to protect the trade secrets of its owner. With 

regard to the penal actions for the misappropriation of trade secrets, judiciary has 

referred to the Indian Penal Code 1860 along with Information Technology Act, 2000, 

 
 

54 Neelam Satija, Trade Secrets: Protection and Remedies, Available at http://ssrn.com/abstarct= 

1614222 last accessed on 5/05/2021 
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but these laws are not exclusively made for the protection of trade secrets. Hence, are 

not effective for protecting the interest of trade secret owners. 
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CHAPTER 4 PROTECTION OF TRADE SECRETS IN U.S.A 

 
4.1 Introduction 

 
A trade secret is confidential information which has commercial value which gives a 

business entity a competitive advantage. Companies in United States bear billions of 

dollars loss every year because of trade secret theft by workers, competitors. Theft of 

trade secrets through the use of modern technology and communication devices make 

it untraceable or difficult to detect. Economic espionage of US trade secrets and 

unique data has been particularly active and persistent in the Chinese and Russian 

administrations. 

Business organisations regardless of their size, give value to the trade secrets as much 

as intellectual property rights. They make use of trade secret as a tool for competition 

and innovation, covering details of clients and suppliers, plans of the business entity 

or any business connected strategies. Specifically small and medium-sized enterprises 

rely upon trade secrets much because registration and maintenance of intellectual 

property rights likely to be expensive and small entities usually do not have adequate 

human and financial resources to secure and protect such rights so the significance of 

trade secrets has increased in the recent times. 

David S. Almeling perfectly depicts some of the reasons of such increase in the U.S. 

market. In the author‟s opinion, two elements of such increase are: 

1) The fact that the improvement of technology is making the misappropriation of 

trade secrets easier (i.e. not only increasing the risk for those with a legitimate access 

to them but also and especially for the unlawful access to them, meaning hacking 

attacks) and 

2) The increasing economic value of trade secrets which is always quite hard to 

establish. 

The financial worth of trade secrets lies in the competition gained from its use by 

excluding others from using it. But in case of patent the exclusive right with respect to 

the intellectual property will be for a specific period of time i.e. 20 years. After 20 

years the property has to come to public domain but that cannot happen with respect 

to trade secret. 
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Another significant factor that requires a successful and solid protection for trade 

secrets is that infringement of trade secret can ruin a international relationship 

between countries for example, united States and China when the U.S. charged six 

Chinese nationals along with some University teachers for the technology theft by 

using cell phones. 

Loss is higher for areas where it is simple to adapt the stolen information for example, 

in case of chemical industry by using the formulas can be copied easily. 

4.2 Historical Background 

 
To comprehend the actual legal development on trade secret protection in U.S. a 

historical evolution in US need to be looked back. Other Intellectual property rights 

evolved before many years back but trade secrets law is recognized in the mid-19th 

century. As stated by one researcher, the protection of trade secret began with rise of 

common law torts i.e. misappropriation, breach of confidentiality, unfair competition, 

unauthorised use of trade secrets and contractual relation between employer and 

employee. 

The American Law Institute published the „Restatement of Torts' in 1939 with the 

goal of providing a clear explanation of tort law and its legal rules, which included 

Sections 757 and 758 on trade secret protection. In the year 1979 the National 

Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law introduced the Uniform Trade 

Secrets Act, for the first time to codify the law with regard of trade secrets protection 

through a statute. The act was incorporated by some states, however, the issue here 

was that the NCCUSL had no legislative capacity the law becomes operative only 

when the states adopt it. And whether particular information falls under the purview 

of trade secret in federal or state law is a question of fact which needs to be 

determined by the court.56 The court shall consider the following elements to find out 

whether the data qualifies to be a trade secret: 

i. the degree to which the data is known to the outsiders of the business 

organization; 

 

 

56 N. S. Sreenivasulu, “Intellectual Property Rights in Trade Secrets: Positive of Sensitive or 

Confidential Information”, 2 MIPR (2007) 
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ii. the degree to which it is known to the workers and others involved in the 

business organization; 

iii. expenses and efforts put by the business organization to keep the trade 

secret confidentially; 

iv. the importance of the data to the business organization and to its rival 

companies; 

4.3 Restatement of Torts under Common Law Approach (Section 757) 

 
Trade secret includes a method, gadget, technique or assembling of information which 

is utilized in the business organisation for the commercial benefit of a business entity 

against its competitors who do not have access to it. Though the definition is in 

broader sense the scope of the section has been limited i.e. firstly, only that 

information which is used consistently in the business will be protected under the 

section so one time transactions are not protected. Secondly, the information need not 

qualify the requirements of patent but at least it shall include a discovery which is not 

common to the people of that field, thirdly, the owner of the trade secret must have 

put reasonable effort to keep the information secret court also considers the expenses 

incurred, efforts put to keep the information secret. 

When the trade secret is being used or revealed to other person by the one who is not 

suppose to reveal it, then there is a breach of confidence and he will be made liable to 

the owner of trade secret. Once the owner of the trade secret finds that there is a 

misappropriation by the other person, the trade secret owner can claim for injunctive 

measures as well as damages from the court of law. Injunctive order will be provided 

for the future harm and also the order for returning of goods or any equipment 

involving the trade secret. And financial relief i.e. damages will be granted to the 

plaintiff considering the profits earned by the defendant by using the trade secret and 

also the court expenses incurred by the plaintiff. 

4.4 Uniform Trade Secret Act, 1985 

 
Trade secrets law is a branch of the law which has considerable importance. The 

Commissioners drafted Uniform State Laws and implemented statute. The aim was to 

codify the principles of common law relating trade secrets with some changes and to 
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adjudicate the disputes in different jurisdictions so as to advance consistency, 

simplicity and equity. 

The term "trade secret" is defined by the Uniform Trade Secret Act is as follows: 

 
"Trade secret" refers to the data (information) which includes equation, specimen, 

collection, program, gadget, procedure, approach that: 

i. Acquires economic growth, real and potential, by not disclosing it to the 

outsiders who would obtain economic growth from the disclosure of trade 

secret, and 

ii. Is the subject of reasonable efforts to maintain secret. 

 
Comprehensibly, there are 3 essential ingredients to the above definition. The trade 

secret should, 

a. Be information 

b. Have a real „independent economic value‟ for maintaining secrecy and 

c. Have been put reasonable efforts to keep it secret. 

 
The Act at first makes expansive trade secrets protection through defining a trade 

secret as „information‟, two provisions in the definition limit the extent of the Act. In 

the first place, the information should have a real a potential i.e. „independent 

economic value‟. Second, the trade secret holder should have made some reasonable 

efforts to keep it secretly. 

The essential that information has „independent economic value‟ addresses a 

departure from the position articulated in the Restatement of Torts. As noted before, 

the Restatement distinguished between trade secrets and business information in that 

the latter was not used continuously in the operation of the owner's business. 

The prerequisite that data have „autonomous financial worth‟ addresses a takeoff from 

the position articulated in the Restatement of Torts. As noted before, the Restatement 

recognized trade secret and business data in that the last was not used continuously in 

the activity of the proprietor's business. 

The main draft of the enactment accepted by the National Conference of 

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws explained a trade secret as information that 
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derives independent real and possible „commercial value‟ which is not known to the 

outsiders. The final draft replaced the words „economic value‟ for the words 

„commercial value‟. 

 
In any case, „economic value‟ is apparently a lot more extensive term than 

„commercial value‟. A secret can have economic value without commercial value. 

Information with respect to future production may not have current commercial value 

but will have economic value. 

In other words, the worth of the information must arise from its not being generally 

known to, or readily ascertainable by, others who can derive economic gain from such 

knowledge. Thus, information generally known in an industry cannot be a trade 

secret. Similarly, information developed by independent discovery or other "proper 

means" is outside of trade secret protection, as between the parties with such 

knowledge. Therefore, the original trade secret owner has no right to prevent use of 

the information by the subsequent discoverer. 

The value of the information should emerge from its not being for the most part 

known or easily ascertainable by other people who can achieve financial gain from 

such information. The data which is already available and known to everyone in the 

industry cannot be called as a trade secret. 

The important case regarding the necessary efforts which need to be taken for 

protecting trade secrets is E.L du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Christopher57, while the 

Pont‟s construction of chemical plant at Texas was going on, the outsider appointed 

the defendants to click aerial photographs of the chemical plant. A skilled and 

knowledgeable chemical engineer by observing the photographs can understand the 

construction. Pont's secret process for producing methanol for no defensive roof had 

as yet been constructed over machinery in the plant. Court held that Pont was 

authorised to protection the trade secret, in spite of the full visibility of trade secret 

from the wind. To ask Pont to keep a roof on the incomplete plant to protect his trade 

secret will cost huge expenses. The court said even though there was no trespass or 

breach of confidential relationship by the defendant the capturing of a photo of the 

plant was inappropriate which constitutes a misappropriation. 

 

57 431 F. 2d 1012 (5th Cir. 1970) 
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The concept of „improper means‟ set up by the broadly expressed approach behind 

trade secret law, which being the standards of a commercial ethics. By adducing 

ethical considerations while discussing the conduct which constitutes „improper 

means‟ the Commissioners recommend that „improper means‟ cannot be accurately 

defined, but must be established in each situation by applying the present idea of 

commercial value and integrity. 

The UTSA has defined „improper means‟ to include misrepresentation, bribery, theft, 

breach or incitement to breach of obligation to maintain confidentiality, or espionage 

by electronic means. This definition of was not intended to be exclusive.58 

4.4.1 Misappropriation 

 
There is no statutory remedy to the trade secret owner under the Uniform Trade 

Secrets Act unless it constitutes misappropriation. Misappropriation is divided into 

two broad categories: those who are involved in acquiring trade secret and those 

involved in the voluntary declaration of a trade secret. The key component of 

misappropriation under the enactment is the acquiring secrets through improper 

means. The definition of „misappropriation‟ is as follows: 

i. Acquiring trade secret of its owner by a outsider who is aware and has 

reason to believe that the trade secret were acquired through improper 

means 

ii. Revealing or using trade secret of its owner without express or implied 

consent who: 

a. Used the improper means to gain knowledge regarding trade secret; or 

b. While disclosing or using the trade secrets, he was aware or had reason 

to believe that his knowledge regarding trade secret was: 

➢ procured from a person who used improper means to obtain it; 

➢ obtained under situation when he had a duty to keep it secretly; 

➢ obtained from a person who is obligated by a duty to a person 

seeks relief to keep it secretly; or 

 

 

 

 
 

58 Uniform Trade Secrets Act, 1985 
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c.  Before a substantial change in his situation, if he comes to know or 

has a reason to realise that it forms as trade secret and it had been 

obtained by mistake. 

In Forest Labs, Inc. v. Pillsbury59, Pillsbury acquired the assets from a corporation 

which had obtained trade secret from the Forest Labs to maintain secrecy. Pillsbury 

used the trade secret without the authorisation from the Forest Labs and without 

fulfilling the obligations of Forest Labs which the corporation had initially assumed. 

Even though the court held that the mere purchase of the assets of a corporation does 

not ipso facto obligate the buyer to fulfil the terms of the earlier confidential relations, 

it held that defendant had obtained knowledge of the trade secret of the prior 

disclosure after purchasing and before using it. This was adequate to impose a duty 

not to communicate the data to others under sec. 758(b) of the Restatement. A similar 

result would come under section 1(2) (ii) (B) (llI) of the above Act. The Uniform Act 

also safeguard the trade secret which was acquired from other person "by accident or 

mistake," except where the defendant significantly changed his place without any 

reason to know that the data was obtained by accident or mistake." Disclosure by 

accidentally which may result in misappropriation under section 1(2) (ii) (C) and there 

should not be a failure to make reasonable efforts to protect its trade secrets. The 

Uniform Act is consistent with sec. 758 of the Restatement, which also does not 

impose liability for an innocent receiving of a trade secret without due notice. 

4.4.2 Remedies under the Uniform Trade Secrets Act 

 
The Uniform Trade Secrets Act provides both injunction relief and damages when the 

trade secret is misappropriated. This is in-disparity with the Restatement rules, which 

did not define the available remedy for the wrongful possession, revelation or using of 

the trade secret of the trade secret owner, it provided only that responsibility attached. 

There were comments made to the Restatement, saying that 4 remedies must be 

available under appropriate circumstances: 

1. Damages for harm caused 

2. Injunction for future damage 

3. Checking the accounts of the offender‟s profit, and 
 
 

59 452 F.2d 621 (7th Cir. 1971) 
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4. Surrendering products etc., related to trade secret. All these remedies are given 

under the Uniform Act. 

Injunctive Relief 

 
The main important remedy given under Uniform Act, i.e. injunctive relief, 

mentioned in sect 2 provides that: 

(a) Threatened and verified misappropriation can be enjoined by giving application in 

the court, an injunction can be continued further for a further equitable period of time 

for elimination of commercial benefit acquired due to misappropriation. 

(b) If court opine that it‟s not reasonable to forbid future use, in that case injunction 

shall be granted to pay reasonable royalty for a period longer than the use of trade 

secret could have been restrained. 

(c) In a pertinent situation, positive acts to safeguard the trade secret can be compelled 

through the court order. 

It should be noted that misappropriation, as defined in the section 1, may be 

prescribed. So, the injunction can be granted against a employee who leaves the job if 

there is sufficient reasons to believe that he can use or reveal it to outsiders and he 

may be even asked to submit any proof of trade secret which he has in physical form. 

For instance drawings or documents which have trade secret information in it and he 

is likely to carry them with him. And also the trade secret disclosed to a third person 

in a confidential relation can be safeguarded before any attempt by him to use them or 

disclose it to others. 

The most powerful remedy against the misappropriation and injunctive relief are only 

mentioned in the comments of the Restatement which has been expressly provided 

under sec. 2 (a) of UTSA. In cases where a remedy of temporary injunction can be 

taken, it is usually decided on the outcome of the suit for all the purposes. The 

defendant obviously hides the merits involved in the case will delay the trial. Issues 

that courts face in some cases is that if the trade secret is already known to many 

outsiders or was about are known. If damages are not adequate, the offender shall be 

not be given the benefit to lead that is necessity of competitors who were suppose 
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build the trade secret on their own. Some courts have given order of perpetual 

injunctions without considering that how much time defendant would have taken. 

Damages 

 
The other remedy allowed by the Uniform Trade Secret Act is damages: 

 
(a) Along with injunction relief, a claimant may ask for damages for the loss caused to 

him by misappropriation. A claimant can also recover damages for biased enrichment 

by misappropriation and it is not considered in determining the damages for loss. 

Even though the section provides for both injunctive and financial relief for a sole act 

of misappropriation, a claimant is not granted double recovery. 

In the most of the cases in which both kinds of relief are allowed, the financial 

remedy will be limited to the amount required to compensate the injured party for the 

loss he has incurred during the time when the injunction is not in effect. The damages 

given under the enactment during that period will includes both real loss and to the 

unfair enrichment gained by the offender by the misappropriation. Sometimes a 

question arises as to who should be given monetary compensation for a 

misappropriation, For example, in case where there are more competitors who acquire 

and use trade secret; all of them may face actual loss due to the misappropriation from 

any one among them. Under the enactment for wilful and vindictive misappropriation 

may result in an award of penal damages 

4.5 Judicial Interpretations 

 
In the case of InnoSys Inc. v. Amanda Mercer60, the aggrieved party InnoSys Inc. 

sued its former designer, defendant Amanda Mercer, for violating her non-exposure 

agreement and misusing the organization's trade secrets, which were safeguarded 

under the UTSA. Mercer had transmitted confidential information to her personal 

email account and duplicated a classified plan to her own personal stockpiling device. 

She also brought these protected archives into the managerial record of her firm 

before the Department of Workforce Services after InnoSys dissolved her business 

and she was denied unemployment compensation. 

 

 
 

60 2015 UT 80U, 33 
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The Utah trial court granted Mercer's motion for summary judgement based on 

InnoSys' inability to establish any real or impending damage. In addition, the lower 

court granted Mercer attorney fees and issued rule 11 assents against Innosys. The 

lower court's reasoning was influenced in part by Mercer's apparent annihilation of 

the confidential documents she misappropriated, therefore obviating the risk of 

InnoSys being harmed. 

The state Supreme Court overturned the lower court's decision and returned the case 

to the lower court for further proceedings, reinstating InnoSys' claims against Mercer. 

The only problem on the request was the evidence of harm, as it was uncontested that 

Mercer misused these protected documents. The Utah Supreme Court reasoned that 

the current circumstances demonstrated a prima facie case of misappropriation under 

the UTSA, resulting in a rebuttable inference of hopeless mischief. Judge Lee taught 

that trade secrets are a privilege of property, and that trade secret inquirers are entitled 

for a rebuttable assumption of irreparable injury for the injunctive relief. Judge Lee 

stated that such a rule is widely recognised in UTSA case law and is regarded as a 

trade secret law centre standard. Furthermore, despite the fact that Mercer had 

obviously destroyed the guaranteed reports at the centre of the dispute, such actions 

were insufficient to refute the inference of InnoSys' damage. Judge Lee also pointed 

out that injunctive remedy would do minimal harm to Mercer if she did, in fact, 

obliterate the papers, but would give significant protection to InnoSys if she didn't, 

and intended to continue misappropriating private information. 

The North Carolina Court of Appeals overturned the trial court's judgement that an 

assigned non-compete was invalid in TSG Finishing v. Bollinger61, TSG is a firm 

with competence in "fabric finishing," or the use of synthetics to influence the shading 

and surfaces of various fabrics. In 2007, previous employee Bollinger agreed to a non-

compete agreement with TSG, prompting TSG to go for bankruptcy and transfer its 

assets to a sister company with a similar name. While Bollinger's job duties were the 

same, he now worked for a different company that had been awarded his business 

contract, which included the non-compete clause. 

When Bollinger decided to work for American Custom Finishing, a competitor 

located only 5 miles away, TSG sought to prevent him from doing so under the 

61 2016 NCBC 65 
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noncompetition agreement. Despite this, the trial court found the agreement invalid, 

primarily because the non-competing agreement did not include an unambiguous 

assign ability restriction. A balance of the equities weighted against enforcement, 

according to the trial court. 

The trial court's approach was rejected by the Appellate Court. The Court explained 

that the preliminary court's case, Hess v. Gebhard and Co62, was not exactly the same 

as the current issue in that the assignor and assignee were substantially outsiders, but 

here the work was simply needed for a reconstruction following insolvency. As a 

result, the non-compete is maintained by TSG, who is clearly not a "stranger to the 

initial endeavour," as was the case in Hess, and the need that there be an assign able 

provision is liberally interpreted. Furthermore, the manner Bollinger was granted a 

$1,300 annual increase and a $3,500 marking award for marking the non-compete, 

and the fact that he abruptly departed TSG after 27 years of administration to work for 

a rival miles away, both argue heavily in favour of enforcing the non-compete. While 

the trial court agreed with Bollinger's claim that he is unemployed outside of the 

material industry and that authorising the non-compete would be particularly difficult 

for him, the Appellate Court was obviously less sympathetic. 

In Core Labs. L P v. Range Tracer Services., LLC63, Court of Appeals for the Federal 

Circuit granted a preliminary injunction, overturning the ruling of the United States 

District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma. At initially, Centre Laboratories 

(Core) filed a number of claims against Spectrum Tracer Services (Spectrum), a 

business founded by former Core employees, alleging trade secret theft. The two 

organisations provided oil well administrators with various sorts of support, such as 

monitoring non-renewable energy sources and subsurface fracking procedures. After a 

Tracer employee notified Core that Tracer had provided him a product programme 

that was obviously related to Core and had asked him to replicate parts of the 

program's features, Centre sought a preliminary injunction 

On March 13, 2013, the District Court dismissed Core's request, stating that Core had 

failed to establish that it would be irreversibly injured, and that "whatever loss Core 

has suffered or may suffer... may be appropriately rectified via an award of monetary 

62 808 A.2d 912, 916 (2002) 

63 No. 2013-1363, Fed. Cir. Aug. 7, 2013, non-precedential 
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damages." The Federal Circuit disagreed, finding that under Texas law, when a 

respondent has trade secrets and is in a position to use them. It's possible that the trade 

secret owner will suffer irreversible damage. This judgement upheld Ruckelshaus v. 

Monsanto Co64., which ruled that the financial value of a trade secret is determined by 

the competitive advantage it provides to its owner. Since Core demonstrated that 

Spectrum possessed a trade secret, and Injunctive relief was plainly appropriate under 

Texas law, as evidenced by Core's loss of almost $1 million in payments to Spectrum. 

State ex rel. Lucas County Board of Commissioner v. Ohio Environmental Protection 

Agency65, in this case court held that a trade secret loses its value as a trade secret 

once it is disclosed or comes into public domain. 

Events Media Network Inc. v. The Weather Channel Interactive N.J. Government66, 

Court Denies Motion to Dismiss Trade Secret Claims Against the Weather Channel. 

A government judge dismissed The Weather Channel petition to dismiss multiple 

trade secret theft charges made by Events Media Network, Inc. on July 12, 2013.The 

adjudicator determined that the aggrieved party had stated sufficient facts to support a 

suit under Georgia's Trade Secrets Law. 

The lawsuit arose from a licensing arrangement between Events Media Network, Inc. 

(EMNI) and The Weather Channel Interactive (TWCI), in which EMNI granted 

TWCI access to a database of upcoming events and attractions. EMNI updated the 

data set on a regular basis with data from publicly available sources. TWCI was 

granted permission to use the data set to serve neighbouring events under the terms of 

the licensing agreement. 

Despite the fact that the data in the data set was publicly available, the court 

determined that it was an important compilation that benefited from its secret. The 

court also determined that the licensing agreement's general secrecy provision was 

sufficient to demonstrate reasonable efforts to protect the data under the Georgia 

Trade Secrets Law. 

 

 

 
64 467 U.S. 986 (1984), 

65 2005-Ohio-3549 

66 112 (D.N.J. 2015) 
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In Loftness Specialized Farm v. Terry Twiestmeyer, et al67, the court distinguished 

between theft and breach of contract. Loftness Specialized Farm Equipment, Inc. 

(Loftness) prosecuted three defendants in a final judgement action (Terry 

Twiestmeyer; Steven Hood and Twiestmeyer and Associates, Inc.) (In general, 

Twiestmeyer) claiming that it had reached an agreement with Twistmeyer on grain 

sacking hardware design secrets. Defendants claim that they gave this confidential 

information to Loftness in 2007, and that these talks eventually led to Loftness' 

decision to join this market. And that this information was given to Loftness under the 

protection of a twenty-year Non-Disclosure Agreement ("NDA") that the parties 

signed prior to their meeting. Following that, the parties agreed to an additional 

agreement in which defendant would be paid a percentage of the revenue generated 

by the sale of this hardware for the next two years. 

Twiestmeyer was paid in instalments for more than two years.However, the parties 

were unable to reach an agreement to monitor the remaining period covered by the 

NDA, prompting Loftness to file this lawsuit. As a result, Twiestmeyer countersued 

for unjust enrichment and breach of both contracts. 

Loftness' petition for summary judgement on the breach of contract was granted by 

the district court, which dismissed the unjust enrichment claim. 

The Court of Appeals determined that the district court erred in applying the 

misappropriation test, and that the issue actually hinged on a breach of contract. The 

court returned the matter to the district court so that it could review the NDA since the 

district court had failed to do so. 

According to a 2016 report by Willamette Management Associates, from 2001 to 

2012, the number of federal trade secret lawsuits climbed by 14% per year. According 

to a 2018 Lex Machina Report, following the passage of the DTSA, this grew even 

more drastically. In 2016, 860 trade secret cases were filed in the United States, while 

in 2017, 1,134 claims were filed. 581 trade secret lawsuits have been filed in the first 

half of 2018, putting the total number of trade secret cases filed in 2018 on track to 

slightly exceed 2017.68 

 
67 61 (D. Minn. 2012) 

68 Benjamin Daniels, Trade Secrets: What You Need to Know, 11 The National Law Review (2021) 
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4.6 The Economic Espionage Act of 1996 

 
In 1996, Congress enacted a statute relating to trade secrets i.e. the Economic 

Espionage Act of 1996. The legislative history of the act shows the concerns of 

congress with respect to the growing global and local economic espionage against 

United States domestic businesses that aimed to establish more extensive, integrated 

scheme for protecting trade secrets because companies and the government in 

American invest huge amount in research and development activity. If a competitor 

steals the trade secret or any confidential information, the investment of the owner 

goes waste and there by competitor without any investment uses the trade secrets and 

gets the benefit. It‟s been so many years now, many foreign countries and their 

companies have gained so much competitive advantage by trade secrets theft, after 

the end of the cold war, nations have increased to put their espionage assets for work 

to steal US economic secrets. The act has given a specific definition to “trade secret”. 

The enactment spoke of two new crimes regarding trade secrets. 

The EEA defines following 2 criminal offenses: 

 
(1) Theft of trade secret for the advantage of a foreign company and 

 
(2) Theft of trade secret with the intention to provide economic advantage to another 

person. 

4.6.1 Economic Espionage 

 
The economic espionage provision, 18 U.S.C. Section 1831, provides punishment to 

those who misappropriate, or make an attempt to misappropriate or make a plan to 

misappropriate the trade secrets with the intention or knowledge that the offence will 

help a foreign governmental body or its instrument, or agent. That misappropriation 

must have to be committed with knowledge, means the person must have knowledge 

that the data obtained was important to its owner and the owner had taken reasonable 

steps to protect the trade secret confidential. 

Economic Espionage Act is one with the benefit, which not only includes the 

economic benefit but also includes the reputational benefit. Further, the foreign 

instrumentality includes any of the entity that is possessed, significantly ordered, 

financed, managed, ordered, financed, directed or influenced by a foreign 
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administration. Consequently, the foreign business which includes in the espionage, 

without any confirmation for financing or manage from the foreign administration 

shall not be subjected to Section 1831 prosecution. Nevertheless, an independent or 

administration which engages in stealing of trade secrets, though not planning to 

make foreign entity get the advantage, might be eligible for breaking more common 

illicit trade confidential provision in Section 1832, explained in below sections. 

4.6.2 Theft of the Trade Secrets 

 
The EEA‟s “theft of trade secrets” banning, 18 U.S.C. Section 1832, is one of the 

more common application. The basic elements in an EEA, which declare the stealing 

of trade secrets, are: 

1. The deliberation and/or proclaiming the thieving, allocation, demolition, 

modification or replication of business secret. 

2. The business secret associated with a result of product or facility used or 

calculated for utilising from one state to another state or foreign merchandise. 

3. With the intention to transform the commerce secret and 

4. Purpose or awareness that any action would affect the owner. Scrutiny of these 

additional elements exposes the some of the basic difference between Sections 

1832 and 1831. 

4.6.3 Penalties under the Act 

 
The act provides the considerable offender penalty and imprisonment for the 

economic espionage and stealing of the business secrets. The economic espionage, the 

highest penalties expand to $5 million for single and confinement of 15 years in the 

matter of administrations that discover culpability of this crime, the appropriate 

highest penalty will be greater of (a) $10 million or (b) three times the value of the 

looted commerce secret. Stealing of commerce secrets for trade benefit is punishable 

by the penalty of up to $250,000 for sole and as well as the confinement of up to 10 

years, but, the administrations, which can be punished with the penalty of up to $5 

million. The EEA also permits both the criminal / civil surrendering of “any 

belonging used, or willing to be used to carry out or facilitate” EEA ignorance as well 

as “any belonging that is comprised or obtained from any process directly or 
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indirectly as a result of” an EEA crime. Criminal should also pay the sufferer of trade 

secret as stealing compensation. 

4.6.4 Extraterritorial Application of the Act 

 
The commerce secret disobeying that occurs in both domestic and outside the United 

States shall be subjected to the criminal undertaking by the super national government 

of a federal under the EEA. Further, The U.S. Supreme Court, which said on a 

number of occasions that it is a well established principle of American law „that 

legislation of Congress, except the contrary purpose to appears, is meant to appeal 

only in the region administration of the United States. Accordingly, the congress 

certainly recognises the situations under which it includes the economic espionage 

and stealing of commerce secret provisions of the EEA to put in overseas. Or the 

crime or offense may be followed up if 

1. The criminal is a U.S. citizen or lasting citizen or administration organised 

under U.S. law, or 

2. An act in advancement of the criminal is carried out in the United States. 

 
4.7 Defend Trade Secrets Act, 2016 

 
Even in the stream of Four years, the Congress approved the Defend Trade Secrets 

Act (“DTSA”) in the year 2016 and the federal courts have expanded a new form of 

law grounds on this kind of new act. The DTSA enhances the individual civil source 

of action for criminal of trade secret espionage or stealing where a trade secret has 

been expropriate and need to expropriate the commerce secret which is related to a 

outcome or service utilised in, or deliberated to use in, the interstate trade. After all 

the aim of the DTSA, trade secret complaints have become highly attractive to 

appellants, including in prominent cases as the disagreement between Waymo and 

Uber that was prosecuted in the year 2018. Whereas the DTSA has been incorporated 

in just four years back, the affect of the statute has impacted significantly on law of 

trade secrets and has enrooted the owners for civil benefits in trade secret whose trade 

secrets are stolen or misappropriated. 
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4.7.1 Developments and Overview of the Enactment 

Definition of the Trade Secrets 

Under subsection 1839, in enacting the DTSA, the Congress aimed to establish a 

uniform definition of what makes a trade secret as well as a separate government 

dispute of action for trade secret misappropriation. A trade secret is defined as “all 

kinds and sorts of commercial, industrial, educational, plans, compilations, 

programme devices, methodologies, designs, prototypes, procedures, techniques, 

processes, protocols, programmes, or codes, either physical or conceptual, and 

whether or how maintained, organized or immortalized, practically, technically, 

visually, or photographically or in manually written statements.” The majority of 

court system have inferred or even said that the DTSA and regional patent laws have 

almost the same concept of a trade secret. In examining DTSA complaints that, 

several of these courts still depend on pre-DTSA state legal issues. However, at least 

one court has ruled that the DTSA has a broader methodology of trade secrets than 

state legislation. Section 1839 specifically mandates that, the trade secret holders take 

specific steps to make sure that the material in question is protected as a trade secret 

under the DTSA: 

i. The owner has taken reasonable precautions to keep such information 

confidential; and 

ii. The data has distinct financial value, potential or actual, because it is not 

widely recognized to, and therefore not easily analyzable using proper process 

by, another person who could benefit financially out of its revelation or use. 

Suspected disputing parties contend that the information in dispute was no longer 

protected as a trade secret because the holders failed to take "necessary precautions to 

keep their information secret. Although the trade secret owner‟s actions are 

"acceptable" as highly reliant on the details of every case, such as the technology 

utilised, the sector, and the litigants level of understanding. For example, the District 

Court for the Northern District of California held that, the contract made in Weride 

Corporation v. Huang69, trying to restrict knowledge of the internal by registering in, 

encoding the encryption keys and permitting client to submit a patented data and 

 

69 379 F. Supp. 3d 834 (N.D. Cal. 2019) 
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innovations assessment contract was adequate to fulfil the acceptable. On the other 

hand, in Temurian v. Piccolo70, the District Court for the Southern District of Florida 

conducted by giving access to the data for certain parties without demanding them to 

sign a consent form was insufficient to constitute appropriate precautions to protect 

the suspected trade secret, and therefore the trade secret was rescinded. 

The Case law on the proper criteria for different types of trade secrets is still emerging 

in terms of the "readily ascertainable" condition. For example, it's still unclear how to 

establish whether a customer list qualifies as a trade secret. When deciding whether a 

list is "readily ascertainable," some courts took into account the amount of labour and 

time required to compile it. Another court ruled that these issues are unnecessary, and 

in order for a list of customers to be a trade secret, it must be comprised of additional 

customer information such as purchasing interests and order records. Ultimately, in 

trade secret action, Litigants are constantly confronted with a problem. A petitioner 

must specify the trade secret at dispute in order to survive the claiming stage. At the 

same time, there are lots of reasons for a petitioner to resist revealing more of their 

trade secret, which could result in a de facto forfeiture of the trade secret, particularly, 

if the lead prosecutor has indicated that a move to close would not be approved. For 

example, in Alter G Inc. v. Boost Treadmills LLC 71, a judge from the Northern 

District of California identified this difficulty and found that distinguishing business 

trade secrets needs less precision than identifying a specialized and complicated trade 

secret. 

4.7.2 Linkage to International Trade is the first and most important factor to consider 

 
According to Section 1836, to be an actionable claim under the DTSA, a trade secret 

must be “connected to a service or product being used or anticipated for use in, 

interstate commerce or foreign trade.” At the petitioning stage, the majority of courts 

impose an extremely low bar for satisfying this condition. One of the courts even 

advised that to properly argue a DTSA claim, an assertion of such a partnership is 

required. With the exception of the trade secret owners should allege a significant 

connection between the trade secret in dispute and federal or overseas business. 

 

 

70 Case No. 18-cv-62737-BLOOM/Valle (S.D. Fla. Apr. 19, 2019) 

71 388 F. Supp. 3d 1133 (N.D. Cal. 2019) 
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Otherwise, the DTSA allegations may be invalidated for failure to demonstrate any 

link between federal or overseas business and the illegally obtained trade secrets.72 

4.7.3 Period of Misappropriation 

 
Because the DTSA applies to "any misapplication of a trade secret about which the 

certain common modifiable risk on or after the date of the implementation of the 

statutory provisions," petitioners must claim whenever the accused misapplication 

appeared in their desperate pleas, and the date must pertain to an act or acts taking 

place after the DTSA's implementation in May 2016. Prosecutors frequently have 

been using this timing defence to counter a DTSA allegation. Previous whenever the 

trade secret was discovered to the DTSA's implementation in May 2016, the situation 

commonly arose. Further, the government has consistently delivered opinions 

establishing the relevant law during the previous four years. For example, District 

Court for the District of Utah in Ultradent Products., Inc. v. Spectrum Solutions 

LLC73 delivered the permission for the petitioner‟s employee to enter the prosecution 

even before DTSA was implemented; the District Court for the District of Utah 

upheld the prosecutor's petition to dismiss. Although the petitioners alleged that the 

respondent was currently using or attempting to exploit their company secrets, the 

court of appeal dismissed this complaint, stating that it lacked any well-plead grounds 

and was inadequate to prove a statement under the statutory DTSA. In AllCells, LLC 

v. Zhai 74 a judge from the Northern District of California held the opposite, 

illustrating that even though appellants duplicated and therefore obtained the asserted 

trade secrets before May 11, 2016, petitioner has convincingly established that the 

trade secrets were being used after that date. As a result, the Act is in effect. As a 

result, trade secret proprietors must make the argument in their petition and provide 

evidence that the misrepresented trade secret was being used or would undoubtedly 

use this again after the DTSA was implemented. Therefore, the DTSA considers this 

to be "going to continue" misrepresentation. If a trade secret proprietor isn't satisfied 

with its time justification, it really should establish a state statute complaint that does 

not have the major issue. 

 
 

72 Michael Risch, Why Do We Have Trade Secrets?, 11 Marquette IPL Review 1, 25 (2007) 

73 Case No. 2:17-CV-890 (D. Utah Jan. 8, 2018) 

74 Case No. 16-cv-07323-EMC (N.D. Cal. Mar. 28, 2017) 
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4.7.4 Damages 

 
Judges also have constantly required the litigants should demonstrate a positive 

correlation between the misrepresented trade secrets and the damages attempted to 

claim. The Federal Circuit, for example, overturned the district court's damages award 

in Texas Advanced Optoelectronic Solutions, Inc. v. Renesas Electronics America, 

Inc75. because of petitioner's consultant did not distribute the damages caused by trade 

secret, rather than imputing "all amount of profit to the misrepresentation among all 

the trade secrets." As a result, the Circuit Court ascertained that the relationship 

between both the misrepresented trade secrets and the damages verdict was totally 

inadequate. Similarly, the Fourth Circuit affirmed a lower court's preliminary 

injunction and against petitioner even though there was insufficient evidence to 

recommend a conclusion of a substantial responsibility. The same issue could explain 

why and how the eventual value of the contract in the notorious Waymo-Uber case 

was significantly lower than the actual damages claimed by Waymo, with docket 

submissions not released under secret providing scant indication that Uber was using 

any of the information gathered from Waymo. 

4.7.5 Remedies: Ex parte decisions 

 
The ex parte seizure remedy is one of the most important methods available to trade 

secret proprietors there under DTSA. It allows a judge to issue an executive order to 

permitting police enforcement to obtain the stolen trade secrets without wanting to 

hear from either of the incumbent parties. Because Government was genuinely 

worried that even this weapon would have been overly influential in getting involved 

with the suspect parties in daily business operations, the constitution requires courts to 

request one such order only in exceptional situations, including when the defendant 

refuses to act in accordance with a standard injunction when no other solutions are 

available. As a result, courts prefer lesser drastic remedies like as Conditional 

Protective Orders, which start questioning litigants not to interfere or manipulate 

assets possessing trade secrets, or, in much more severe offences, ask litigants to give 

the information over to the court or litigants to counsel immediately. 

 

 

 
 

75 Case No. 16-2121 (Fed. Cir. 2018) 
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In Rivendell Forest Products Ltd. v. Georgia-Pacific Corporation and Timothy L. 

Cornwell, defendant was a worker under the plaintiff who was a wholesaler. Plaintiff 

had developed a computer investing so many years which was considered as a trade 

secret according to the Colorado Law. The software helps Plaintiff to give special 

service to its customers in distribution centres, which his competitors did not have. 

Through the software employees were able to give on spot response to the customers 

on phone calls regarding the price of the product, quantity and delivery timing etc., 

the employee was aware of this software as he was using for his work. Employee 

leaked the information about the software to the competitors of the employer. 

Employer approached court for the infringement. Court said trade secrets means 

whole or any part of scientific or the technical information, procedure, design, 

formula, confidential or financial data, list of the names, address, or contact numbers, 

or any information regarding to any business which is a secret. To constitute as a trade 

secret, owner must have taken the measures for preventing other persons than those 

who the owner wishes to have access to. Thus in this case court held employee liable 

for sharing the information to competitors. 

Companies and their employees are frequently depending on remote conferencing 

technologies such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, WebEx, and other platforms to do 

business, with the transition to remote work likely to be here to stay for years. 

Companies should be mindful of a recent judgement by the Delaware Chancery 

Court, which refused a trade secret owner a preliminary injunction because the firm 

failed to take "reasonable steps" to safeguard the secrecy of its trade secrets during a 

Zoom conference. 

The plaintiffs (Smash) operate a mobile garbage compaction company and offer 

franchises to other entrepreneurs who want to establish a SMASH-branded franchise 

in a protected region in Smash Franchise Partners, LLC v. Kanda Holdings, Inc. 

(2020). The company's major goal is to utilise a truck-mounted mobile garbage 

crusher to smash rubbish into the customer's dumpster. This saves the consumer the 

expenses that they would have paid to the dumpster company otherwise. Todd Perri, a 

possible franchisee, expressed interest in the Smash business plan, but eventually 

decided to go one step further and create his own rival company. Perri maintained his 

conversations with the firm without informing Smash of his intentions, acquiring vital 

information for his start-up. Prior to attending Zoom presentations by Smash 
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franchisees and Smash itself, the independent contractor hired to promote the Smash 

franchise asked Perri to sign a non-disclosure agreement (NDA), which he did. The 

cost of doing business, company strategy, and potential consumers were all discussed 

during those open Zoom conversations. Perri and his partner had been planning to 

launch their company Perri Dumpster Devil at the same time. . Smash quickly filed a 

trade secret action and a petition for preliminary injunction to stop the Dumpster 

Devils from operating. Smash's petition to dismiss was rejected by the trial court for 

two reasons. Smash had to establish a reasonable chance of success on its trade 

secrets allegations in order to win its preliminary injunction petition. 

To begin with, the NDA only covered confidential information given by the 

"Company," which is defined as all Smash-affiliated organisations. It did little to 

protect the information that Smash franchisees had revealed. 

Second, the Court determined that the security measures in the Zoom presentations 

were insufficient to safeguard the trade secrets at issue. Smash could have protected 

themselves by using Zoom's security measures, but instead: "Smash freely gave out 

the Zoom information for the Franchisee Forum Calls and the Founder Calls to 

anybody who had indicated interest in a franchise and completed the introduction 

call." All of Smash's meetings were held using the same Zoom meeting code. Smash 

did not require players to enter a password and did not filter users using the waiting 

room function. The calls were open to anybody who had indicated interest and 

received the code, and participants could easily share the code with others.” 

Furthermore, the Court concluded that Smash violated its own protocols by failing to 

take a roll call and removing anyone who was not supposed to be there. Smash had 

not demonstrated a reasonable chance of victory on the merits of its claims in order to 

be entitled to a preliminary injunction since it failed to take reasonable efforts to 

protect its trade secrets, according to the court. 

This case serves as a reminder to all business owners of the necessity of safeguarding 

a company's intellectual and sensitive information from third-party usage or 

disclosure without an NDA in place. It's critical that you know what your company's 

intellectual property assets are and that you create and enforce company-wide trade 

secret processes to secure that knowledge. Companies may need to revise their 

policies to better limit access to trade secrets, increase the use of password protection 
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and other security measures, and update employment agreements to include 

confidentiality provisions that specifically address the remote work environment and 

require the use of NDAs with third parties as more work is done digitally in the post- 

COVID world.76 

Furthermore, work-from-home regulations should mandate the safe usage, storage, 

and disposal of confidential materials, as well as the security of home internet and 

wireless networks. As we saw in the Smash case, policies for the use of virtual 

conferencing technology like Zoom should be revised to: 

1. Regulate attendance at meetings where trade secrets are likely to be discussed 

to a “need to know” basis; 

2. Enable be it signed employment agreements or NDAs for those who are in 

attendance; and 

3. Mandate password security, the use of the waiting room function, and the 

encryption of shared secret information; and 

4. Mandate a roll call and the use of the locking option at the start of the meeting. 

4.8 Conclusion 

US enactments provide adequate protection and remedies under both civil and 

criminal laws for the violation of trade secrets. The Uniform Trade Secrets Act and 

Defend Trade Secrets Act provides for temporary and permanent injunctions along 

with damages. 

The Economic Espionage Act, 1996 provides both civil and criminal remedies such as 

fine and imprisonment. The judiciary has also played important role in protecting the 

interest of trade secrets owners. The punishment is bit more stringent in case of 

misappropriation of secrets of the government departments and less stringent for 

misappropriation of business entities. 

 
 

76 Leslie R. Sinder, Data Revealed on open zoom meeting looses trade secret status, available at, http 

s://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/publications/litigation-news/top-stories/2021/data-revealed- 

open-zoom-loses-trade-secret-status/ last accessed on 15/07/2021 

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/publications/litigation-news/top-stories/2021/data-revealed-
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CHAPTER 5 PROTECTION OF TRADE SECRETS IN UNITED 

KINGDOM 

5.1 Introduction 

 
There are two broadly acknowledged and recognised legal customs such as common 

law and civil laws. The common law began in England during the medieval times and 

was applied in British colonies all over the world. The civil laws custom started in 

Europe and was applied to the states of European imperial forces. 

It is commonly known that, under the free private enterprise which involves 

competition, it is obvious that the competitor tries to obtain the information of their 

rival business entity to succeed in the business. 

The information might be a trade secret, for example procedure used for 

manufacturing the product which is not protected under the patent law, secrets of the 

business entity i.e. management of finance or information such as salary of clerks, or 

efficiency of the human resource of the firm. Some of the information will be highly 

confidential in nature, the disclosure of which will largely disturb the working of the 

firms. It can be seen that countries do make efforts to protect the trade secrets which 

also includes confidential information. To protect the interest of business entities laws 

are made and where there is no law to deal with specific issues connected to trade 

secrets, common law will be applied.77 

The European Union has introduced the Trade Secrets Directive in 2016. The United 

Kingdom being a member to the European Union implemented the Trade Secrets 

(Enforcement, etc.) Regulations, 2018, this is the first legislation implemented with 

regard to protection of trade secrets. 

5.2 Common law 

 
Common laws are not codified laws which don‟t include legal rules and statutes. The 

decisions are not based on legislation. It is based on judicial decisions which have 

 

 
 

77 Abhik Guha Roy, “Protection of Intellectual Property in the Form of Trade Secrets”, 11 JIPR 192 

(2006) 
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been made in similar cases. The common law system is established on decisions and 

from case to case basis considering the relevant facts and issues. 

Trade Secrets are given protection on the basis of common law principles, under 

contract laws and under property laws. Contract law provides protection for non- 

disclosure agreements, use of trade secrets, and obligations not to reveal or use trade 

secrets, such as in the case of an employer-employee relationship. 

When it comes to common law, to claim damages for trade secrets, the plaintiff has to 

prove the misappropriation of trade secrets by improper conduct or unfair means by 

the defendant. 

Because of the remedy of injunction, the jurisdiction to prevent a breach of 

confidence has its roots in „Law of Contract' and equity. The subject-matter is 

likewise morally similar to a violation of trust. The scope of contemporary law starts 

to take shape. 

In the case of Yovatt v. Winyard 78, a worker at veterinary clinic copied certain 

medicinal recipes of his master during the course of his employment. After the 

termination of his employment he started to sell the medicines. The court granted an 

injunction against that employee because he breached the confidence of his previous 

employer. 

In 1850 Prince Albert v. Strange79, Prince Albert and queen had made some drawings 

and got impressions of them for joy for their own interest and not for publication. For 

the purpose of privacy those impressions had been made in the private press of their 

province and the queen kept those plates in locker. But the defendants somehow had 

obtained some of those impressions which were kept secretly and kept some in the 

gallery where collections of such drawings were kept. And they printed and published 

the drawings without the king's and queen's permission. 

After reviewing the circumstances, Vice-Chancellor Bruce issued an order prohibiting 

the defendant from manufacturing, enabling others to create, or publishing copies 

 

 

 

78 (1820) 37 Eng. Rep. 425, 426 (Ch.) 

79 (1849) 2 De G. & Sm. 652 
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until the defendant responds to the plaintiff. Confidence law evolved as a result of this 

judgement by the High Court of Chancery in 1849. 

In Morison v. Moat80, a servant named Moat, wanted to make use of a secret formula 

of his employer i.e. Morison. The formula was obtained by the employee during the 

employment. The plaintiff filed for an injunction to prevent the defendant from using 

the secret formula. The Vice Chancellor restated the principles, and said that the 

plaintiff had faith in the defendant and the defendant had breached it so the injunction 

was granted in favour of the plaintiff. 

In the case of Coco v. A. N. Clark (Engineers) Ltd81., the test for a “cause of action” 

for the breach of confidence is set forth. The plaintiff had made a design for a moped 

engine he wanted to collaborate with the defendant or the manufacturing of the 

product, so he disclosed all the details of his design and proposed for the 

collaboration, the parties did not reach an agreement due certain differences but the 

defendants manufactured engines by using the design of plaintiff. The plaintiff 

claimed that defendants intentionally did not make agreement so that they can make 

use of the design and make profit alone. Thus plaintiff claimed injunction to restrain 

the defendants from using the design which is communicated in confidence for the 

purposes of the collaboration which didn‟t happen. But the defendants refused to use 

the plaintiff‟s design. The court laid down the following tests for the cause of action 

to call it a breach of confidence while granting injunction, 

1. The information must be shared in confidence. 

2. That information shared is out obligation of confidence 

3. There shall be no unlawful use of such information which is harmful to the 

person who provided it. 

In Saltman Engineering Co Ltd. v. Campbell Engineering Co Ltd82, The ruling of the 

Court of Appeal in this case is significant because there had been some debate as to 

whether a contract is necessary to hold a party responsible for breach of confidence. 

The court clarified this by stating that a breach of confidence is a separate cause of 

 
 

80 (1851) 9 Hare 241 

81 (1963) 3 All ER 413 

82 (1969) R.P.C.41 at 47 
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action from any other legal action, and that responsibility exists independently of any 

other legal measure. 

The question arises as to what constitutes confidential information. All the 

information of a business entity is of not equal importance. Some of the information is 

comparatively more important than the other. Several pieces of information are so 

crucial that the business stands on that information. If that information is disclosed the 

company would lose its importance in the market so the business entity takes extra 

care of such information by keeping it confidential and secret. 

Confidential information can also be considered as a valuable asset of the business 

entity. A business entity sometimes is a tough competitor in the market only because 

of keeping certain information confidential. In certain situations this information is 

being disclosed like while discussing business proposals to the contracting parties, 

disclosing to the employees to carry work and while engaging 3rd party contracts. This 

disclosure of information may take place through face-to-face transaction, or through 

call, mail etc. 

Trade secrets are classified as private information under common law, and they are 

protected. Confidential information is protected under the law of breach of 

confidence. Judges give different requisites that are observed in order to assess the 

existence of secret material from time to time while delivering decisions. These 

criteria must be fulfilled in order for information to be kept confidential or a trade 

secret. 

Trade secrets law is introduced to protect and promote trade. Courts have attempted to 

distinguish between information that is already known to the public and not known 

under the common law. 

The Law Commission of England and Wales has established precise categories for it 

to be classified as "trade secrets." These are: 

1. secrets or confidential information which is related to specific products 

2. secrets connected to technology 

3. secrets or confidential information relating to strategic information of the 

business entity and 
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Laws are enacted to allow business entities to protect their confidential information. 

Even information which is not used by the business entity currently but is intended to 

be used in future or which is still in the process of growth is also protected. The trade 

secret might be information which needs to be kept confidential for the interest of a 

business entity or which is developed using skills. For instance a business entity may 

have invested finance in undertaking research and development and succeed in 

introducing something new which is not known to a competitor or general public. 

Such trade secret or confidential information needs to be given protection and also 

gets protection as trade secrets or confidential information of the business entity. 

By looking into the provisions of international law with respect to the trade secret it 

can be said that in order to call it trade secret the information must have three 

requirements i.e. the information obtained must be secret, must have separate 

commercial value and the owner of trade secret or confidential information should 

take reasonable measures to protect it. 

In Cadbury Schweppes Inc. v. FBI Foods Ltd83., the issue was related to the method 

of making drinks called Clamoto, issue was that, whether the third party which 

receives the trade secrets in the form of confidential form is bound to keep it secret? 

The court observed that Equity governs this which means when a person comes into 

the possession of confidential information by express or implied conditions the person 

becomes liable to keep it secretly. If he discloses it to a third person then that becomes 

breach of confidence the plaintiff can claim the remedies. 

Barr-Mullin, Inc. v. Browning84, in this case the question was whether a software 

programme can be a subject of the trade secrets. The court in this case considered the 

software as a trade secret thus needs to be protected. 

In the case of Minister for Mineral Resources v. Newcastle Newspapers Pty Ltd85., the 

question arose was whether a person who has purchased the confidential information 

with the bona fide interest without the knowledge of its confidentiality is protected? 
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Court held that, no liability should be fixed for bona fide purchaser without the 

service of the notice of confidentiality. 

Exception for obligation of non disclosure of trade secrets 

 
If the defendant or a person who has used the trade secrets without the consent of the 

owner will not be held liable for breach of confidence or contact if such use is for the 

public interest can prove that the use of information is made for the public interest 

then he will not be held liable for breach of confidence. But, if it is found that the 

disclosure of information is more for personal interest of the defendant than the public 

interest then the defendant will be held liable. 

In DVD Copy Control Ass‟n, Inc. v. Bunner86, website operator, had published an 

encryption scheme which was designed to protect the digital media and that was a 

trade secret of the claimant. The website operator posted the data online while he was 

aware that trade secrets were acquired by him through improper means. He defended 

on the grounds of public interest. Court observed that the trade secrets were technical 

data which is used only by private individuals to safeguard respective intellectual 

property, they were not published online to address any public issue or to engage in 

any debate related to the public, the court identified that the trade secrets are clearly 

related to private individuals and not public interest. The court granted a preliminary 

injunction to the website operator to not to disclose the trade secrets further. 

Statutory Obligation to disclose the trade secret 

 
If a statute obligates a person to make use of a trade secret or discloses it to others 

then the person will not be held liable for the same. A public official who is being 

compelled to disclose certain information before court he cannot be held as guilty for 

the disclosure of specific confidential information as it is disclosed in the capacity of 

his position and not a lay man. 

In Parry Jones v. Law Society87, the issue came before the court was whether the 

advocate could be compelled to reveal the data received by him from his client? In 

this case the famous judge Lord Denning held that, attorney is under the obligation of 

 
86 (2003) 31 Cal. 4th 864 
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statute to reveal the information if court asks him to disclose he is bound to do that so 

it does not constitute breach of confidence because the public interest prevails and the 

attorney must obey the court order. 

5.2.1 Remedies available for breach of confidence 

 
For breach of confidence the courts may provide various remedies to the claimant if 

breach of confidence is proved. Remedies provided by the court are: 

Injunctive Relief 

 
When there is a breach of confidence by the other person, the risk of availability in 

public domain becomes very much high and if that happens, irrevocable damage is 

caused to the trade secret owner. Therefore to preserve the utility of the information, 

parties apply for injunction. According to the situation, court orders for interlocutory 

or permanent injunction. During the proceedings interim injunctions are provided by 

the court as first resort of remedy for the breach of confidence. Then the permanent 

injunctions are granted against the defendant to not use the trade secrets or 

confidential information further. 

Damages 

 
Damages as a remedy are also provided in the situations where the owner of the trade 

secret has suffered loss due to the breach or disclosure of confidence. Damages can be 

given along with the injunctive relief. Damages i.e. monetary relief are calculated 

according to the market value of the trade secret. Providing damages is a very 

important remedy to minimize the loss suffered by the business entity. 

Accounts of profit 

 
In some cases the defendant earns profit out of the use or disclosure of the trade 

secret. In this case the court asks defendant to produce his profit and loss account and 

if court finds that the defendant has earned profit out of the use of trade secrets then 

he will be asked to submit that respective amount before the court and that amount 

will be given to the plaintiff. 
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Delivery of confidential information 

 
Delivery of confidential information refers to the delivery of all such material factors 

that are related to the trade secret or confidential information. All material 

information should be delivered in such a way that the defendant will not be able to 

use or generate again. For instance if the trade secret was extracted illegally from the 

computer of the plaintiff by using his password which was available in the document, 

the defendant has to produce that document and other related data which he can use in 

future from the document. Court provides this remedy to prevent the future harm to 

the trade secret owner. 

In the case of Lansing Linde Ltd v Kerr88, Staughton LJ said that trade secret refers 

to: 

1. Information which is used by business entities. 

2. The information where its publication is restricted or subject to the permission 

of the trade secret owner. 

3. Wherein if revealed to the rival company, will be made liable for causing 

harm to the trade secret owner. 

In Faccenda Chicken v. Fowler89, with regard to the confidential information held by 

the previous employee and when there is no express contractual condition, the Court 

of Appeal made distinction between 3 categories of information acquired during the 

course of employment. They are: 

1. Information which is easily accessible and used 

2. Information that is confidential but once learnt it will turn as employee‟s own 

knowledge and skill wherein it can be used even after the termination of 

employment 

3. Information which is so much confidential that it is regarded as a trade secret 

and cannot be used after the termination of employment 
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The Court of Appeal for England and Wales in the case of Vestergaard Frandson A/S 

and Ors v. Bestnet Europe Ltd and Ors90, held that when a question of breach of 

confidence arises against the previous employees, breach of confidence is said to be 

committed if the following three conditions are fulfilled: 

1. Information is confidential in nature and not available in public domain 

2. Information is only disclosed with persons required to be shared 

3. A reasonable employee using such trade secret or confidential information 

would know the severity of its confidentiality and would not share or use it 

after the termination of its employment. 

4. Disclosure of such confidential information is made by him knowing the 

consequences of its disclosure. 

In Terrapin Ltd. v. Builders Supply Co. (Hayes) 91 , The Plaintiffs made portable 

buildings in the beginning known as Mark 24. Later improved the techniques and 

introduced flat roof providing units which were lighter and easily transportable. 

Plaintiff and defendant intended to enter into contract for 5 years, which did not 

happen. Meanwhile defendant marketed the same kind of moving buildings which had 

the same feature which was shown in the brochure of the plaintiff. In this case, court 

considered as to whether the plaintiff disclosed the information in confidential 

manner? And whether the above mentioned information has been used by the 

defendant? Court held that the information was disclosed to defendant in confidential 

nature and also he has used the information for his own benefit. Hence, defendant was 

held liable. 

In Cranleigh Precision Engineering Co. Ltd. v. Bryant92, court held that any person 

who receives any information in a confidence is liable to maintain such confidentiality 

and he cannot use such data against the interest of such creator of the data. Court in 

this case said that breach of the confidential information depends on the principle of 

equity, which means a receiver of confidential information must not make any unfair 

use of it. 
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In Universal Thermo sensors Ltd. v. Hibben and others93, the question regarding what 

an employee can take from the employer‟s business after his employment is anything 

that he would naturally learn outside also and not a trade secret, What he was not 

allowed to do was to steal any confidential matter that belong to the employer. The 

employees are not allowed to even write down the information on papers and take 

away which affects the interest of the employer. 

5.2.3 Spring Board Doctrine 

 
The English courts have established the Springboard Doctrine in order to safeguard 

trade secrets. This theory effectively serves as a safeguard for a company, and it may 

be applied to protect trade secrets. The concept is a type of injunction that is expected 

to take up or prohibit any advantages that an employee may have obtained by 

fraudulent means including the misappropriation of the employer's private 

information. According to several courts, any private information obtained in 

confidence cannot be used as a springboard for any conduct or acts that may cause 

injury or damage of any kind to the owner or source of such secret information. Any 

information obtained in confidence cannot be used as a springboard for any conduct 

or acts that may cause injury or damage of any kind to the owner or supplier of that 

private information, as defined by various courts. 

In the case of Inphase Power Technologies v. Abb India Limited94, Court held that 

according to the Springboard Doctrine, an ex-employee may be barred from 

exploiting any data in his hands that is likely to injure the employer's interests. The 

court also ruled that a firm that has spent time, money, and personnel in research and 

development should be safeguarded from theft and exploitation of its property rights. 

5.3 Contract law 

 
The parties while sharing the trade secret or confidential information for their own 

benefit compel the other party not to disclose it to the public or third party. The 

contract enforced will obligate the parties expressly or impliedly to maintain 

confidentiality. If any party breaches the contract will be held liable for remedies such 

as damages, injunctions etc. 

93 1992 (3) All England Law Reports 257 at page 266 

94 31 U.S.P.Q.2d 1472 
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5.4 Criminal law 

 
Criminal protection is achieved through many enactments. But there is no particular 

law exclusively to protect trade secrets. 

1. In case of theft and fraud with respect to trade secrets the Theft Act and Fraud 

Act are applied respectively. 

2. In case of violation of data protection the Data Protection Act is applied 

3. In case of unauthorised access or disclosure of information by the workers of 

the security and intelligence department Official Secrets Act will be applied. 

For example, Civil Servants, State Ministers, Police Officers and workers of 

Armed Forces etc., 

5.5 Trade Secrets (Enforcement, etc) Regulations, 2018 

 
European Parliament has implemented the Trade Secrets Directive in 2016. The 

United Kingdom being a member of European Union implemented the Trade Secrets 

(Enforcement, etc.) Regulations, 2018 which has came into force in June 2018. 

The Regulation provides a remedy to the unlawful use, acquisition, or disclosure of a 

trade secret by referring to the principles of law of confidence. The act provides for 

procedures and remedies for breach of confidence. The trade secret owner can apply 

for any remedy if it is used or extracted without his consent. 

Article 1 of the regulation provides for the grant of protection to the trade secrets but 

that trade secret needs to fulfil the qualifications given under the definition. 

The application of the law of confidence was wider than the definition of a trade 

secret given under the Regulation. Unlike the regulation the law of confidence does 

not ask for a particular qualification to call it a trade secret to file before the court for 

violation of their trade secrets. Under the Regulation a trade secret is not given 

protection unless reasonable steps are taken to keep it secretly. 

A „trade secret‟ is defined as confidential information which: 
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a) Is a secret related to the business entity which is generally known or available 

only to those few people who converse in business or connected to the major 

part of the business 

b) Has economic value, and 

c) Has been subject to reasonable care to keep it secretly by those persons who 

are legally in control of the data. 

The third requirement laid down in definition is specifically important as it goes 

beyond what is required generally under the common law because so many business 

entities may not have required systems to protect the confidentiality of electronic data. 

The Directive ensures that by the harmonisation of the trade secrets in the whole 

European Union, is that any business being conducted across the European Union, 

will be given equal protection to their trade secrets in the local jurisdictions of the 

whole European Union. The Directive even clarifies the circumstances in which the 

interim and final injunctions will be given. The Directive is applicable regardless of 

the domicile of a secret holder on condition that the damage should have taken place 

in one of the states of EU. 

5.5.1 Limitation Period to initiate a law suit 

 
Even though the regulation is applicable to the whole United Kingdom different 

provisions are there for: 

(a) England, Wales and Northern Ireland; and 

 
(b) Scotland. 

 
In case of England, Northern Ireland and Wales the limitation period is for 6 years 

from the day on which the infringement takes place or on the day of knowledge to the 

trade secret owner 

With respect to Scotland the limitation period is for 5 years, 

 
The limitation period starts from the day on which the infringement takes place or on 

the day the trade secret owner comes to know about the infringement, for the purpose 

of the limitation period and the prescriptive period. The knowledge of the activity 

constitutes infringement is sufficient to bring action against the infringer. 
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The period of limitation varies when the Trade Secret owner is an infant and it also 

varies between i) England, Wales and Northern Ireland and ii) Scotland. 

The regulation also provides for adding new claims during the proceeding in England, 

Wales and Northern Ireland. 

5.5.2 Considering Trade Secrets as Property 

 
There is no specific law to say that a trade secret forms a property, but it can be 

transferred and licensed just like a property. 

In case of transfer of trade secrets in the above modes, the owner who undertakes an 

agreement will make a disclosure as to not to use or reveal the information to anyone 

or share only as mentioned. That agreement will obviously be subject to the laws on 

restraint of trade. The trade secrets are shared in return for the payment or for any 

other conditions. The agreements will stipulate all terms and conditions with regards 

to use, disclosure, and term of license or assignment. 

5.5.3 Forming Corporate Trade Secrets Policies 

 
The Enforcement Regulations which have come into force in 2018 will not provide 

protection unless reasonable care has been taken by the trade secret holder to keep 

them secret. 

To formulate trade secrets policies certain factors need to be considered such as the 

kind of trade secrets, the nature of the business entity, the method of trade secret‟s 

usage and the management of the business entity. 

It should be made clear to those who use trade secrets while working in the business 

entity as to not to disclose it to any one without the consent of the concerned 

authority. The business entity has to differentiate between what needs to be 

considered as confidential and what not. The trade secrets should be shared limitedly 

among few concerned staff of the organisation to work the trade secrets. Thus, an 

attempt to maintain the confidentiality of trade secret will be achieved to an extent. 

It is always good to share the confidential information in a limited aspect to protect it 

from violation. But protection of trade secret varies from one business entity to 

another. For instance in few business entities, to wok the trade secret it needs to be 
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shared among huge people of the business entity and in certain situations it can be 

kept very secretly the disclosure of trade secret can be restrictive in these business 

entities. 

To make policies the documentation of confidentiality agreements of employment and 

contractors, collaboration and other related confidentiality agreements need to be 

considered. 

It is necessary to ensure that the policy is framed according to the data protection 

policy and cyber security policy of the organisation. 

Policies should be formed and documented. Policies need to be reviewed periodically 

and required changes need to be made. 

In TQ Delta LLC v Zyxel Communications UK Limited95, court in this case said with 

regard to trade secrets that "What is required and what is not required information 

depends on the nature of the trade secret, the stance parties and the scope of disclosure 

order. 

5.6 Conclusion 

 
As it is generally known, the common law plays huge role in protecting trade secrets 

in United Kingdom. In United Kingdom trade secrets are considered as confidential 

information and they are provided protection under common law system. From time 

to time the judges have also determined requisites to call something as trade secrets. 

Recently a statue has also been implemented to protect trade secrets, which provides 

both injunctive remedies and damages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

95 [2019] EWCA Civ 1277 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
6.1 Conclusion 

 
6.1.1 The major findings of the research work are: 

 
a)  Trade secrets are protected in India under common law, judicial interpretation 

and certain statutes. 

b) The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

(TRIPS) provides for protection to the „Trade Secrets‟. India being signatory 

to it has not enacted a specific legislation to protect the „Trade Secrets‟. 

c) Also, the existing common law protection and statutory laws are limited, 

unclear, unfair and not inclusive with respect to the scope. 

d) According to the research held in the above chapters it is also found that the 

protection of trade secrets available so far is negative in nature. As a result, 

there is no viable and effective positive trade secret protection to profit from 

this intellectual property at domestic and foreign level that are important for 

the growth of the Indian economy. 

e) The current National Intellectual Property Rights Policy of India, 2016, makes 

no recommendations for enacting a Trade Secrets Protection Act. 

There is, however, a light of optimism. The Union Government has addressed the 

problem of trade secret protection in its policymaking. The National Intellectual 

Property Rights Policy was adopted by the Union Government in 2016 which lays 

down the future guide to encourage research to make policy developments to protect 

undisclosed information which also forms as a trade secret. 

Even the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) which is 

India’s largest and oldest business organization has made recommendation that 

statutory protection need to be accorded to trade secrets so that there will not be any 

uncertainty with respect to protection under Indian Law. It is also advised that there is 

a dire necessity of a specific legislation related to trade secrets in India. Companies 

with more innovations are highly relying on protecting their confidential information 

(trade secret) to gain benefit out of their business organisation. The lack of a specific 

Trade Secrets legislation is the reason for the global companies to not enter the India 
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and also is not allowing India to benefit from the new innovation and its investment 

which would flow from globally emerging companies. 

In all preceding chapters of this dissertation various dimensions of the issues 

concerned with the protection of trade secrets have been discussed and analyzed in 

detail. The outcome of this research work is mentioned in the conclusion part of each 

chapter. The findings are of each chapter are summarised more specifically in the 

following: 

Trade secrets are seen to be a significant form of intellectual property. It is also 

necessary to safeguard it. Trade secrets are proprietary knowledge with an economic 

value from which the owner of the trade secret can profit. Trade secrets are made up 

of three components. They are: 

i. The information must be unknown or difficult to get among those who deal 

with such information; 

ii. The information must have commercial worth today and in the future as a 

secret; and 

iii. Trade secret owner must have put reasonable efforts to maintain the secrecy of 

the information. 

In any law, to bring clarity with respect to certain concepts there should be an 

exclusion clause in the enactment as to which all are exempted from the category to 

qualify to be a trade Secret. Then there won‟t be any problem for protecting the 

interest of investors and owners of the trade secrets. The general requirements are 

vague. Thus, a proper definition under a statute is required to define trade secrets 

properly and fairly. 

Because there is no explicit legislation in India to protect trade secrets, the judiciary 

has attempted to preserve trade secrets through different civil and criminal statutes. 

such as Contract Act, 1872, IPR, Information Technology Act, 2000 and Indian Penal 

Code etc., under civil laws injunctions or damages will be granted to the petitioner 

(trade secret owner) against the respondent (who used or disclosed trade secret 

knowingly that it would affect the trade secret owner) and in case of criminal 

proceedings the convicted person will be punished with imprisonment for stealing or 

misappropriation of trade secrets of a legitimate owner. Moreover the contribution of 
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the India judiciary needs to be appreciated. Even if there is no particular statute with 

respect to trade secrets, the judiciary went a step ahead to give protection to trade 

secrets under all the possible statutes. 

It is generally known that, in the earlier times trade secrets were only protected under 

the common law system and later under the property and contract laws. In order to 

claim damages under the common law for breach of obligation or contract concerning 

trade secrets, one has to prove the misappropriation of trade secrets by the defendant. 

It is also been held that if there is any disclosure of trade secrets in the public interest, 

it will not be held as a violation of the trade secret obligation. 

The outcome of the research in the above chapters implies that the protection given to 

trade secrets in India is not satisfactory. The protection given under common law is 

not specific, hence cannot be examined properly. The protection given by judiciary 

under Indian Contract Act is also not specific because it rests on the option of the 

judge to interpret it so as to protect the trade secrets. With regard to the international 

framework, its effectiveness can be provided only through implementation of those 

instruments where India has not made efforts to implement. In the proposed bill of 

Draft National Innovation Act, 2008 also the provisions made for the protection of 

confidential information or trade secrets includes many loopholes. There is a great 

need for protection of trade secrets to encourage domestic as well as international 

investors for promoting trade in India which can be made by implementing a strict 

law on trade secrets. Thus, not having strict laws affect the prospect of country. Even 

if there is other effective and strong IPR protection but not protecting the trade secrets 

would be like missing something very important. Trade Secrets forms goodwill or 

brand value to the business entity by making the products and services popular and 

increases demand within the country and at international level. In case of some 

industries or companies the success substantially depends on having trade secrets and 

keeping it confidential. Hence if any outsider steals or misappropriated the trade 

secrets, there would be huge economic loss to the business entity thus, there might be 

loss to the owners of the business who have kept trade secrets confidentially due to 

their economic value. So it can be said that sometimes success of the business and 

capability of achieving the objectives of the business entity lies on its trade secrets. 

By this observation it can be said that all the intellectual properties of a business 

entity will be disclosed to the public once the exclusive right of the IPR holder expires 
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but not in case of trade Secrets. The disclosure of trade secrets affects the business 

entity to a greater extent. 

In terms of the nation's strong and effective Intellectual Property Rights, as well as 

trade secrets, one major issue remains unaddressed, namely the possibility of 

providing Ease of Doing Business. Ease of Doing Business is an index established by 

the World Bank that provides ranking to the countries according to their better 

regulations and strong protection of Intellectual property rights. Countries are ranked 

from 1–190 by the World Bank. A highest Ease of Doing Business ranking implies 

the regulatory system in that country is more convenient or promising to start and 

operate the business in that country. Highest ranking of a country means its economy 

at present is great and is developing very fast so that it has all the capabilities to grow 

faster in the coming days. At present India stands at 63rd place out 190 countries in the 

index.96 To invite the global companies to India, India has to make sure that the trade 

secrets of those companies will be protected throughout and that can only be done 

through the strong and stringent laws. 

6.2 Research questions need to be answered 

 
1. Why trade secretes need to be protected? 

The trade secrets includes a technique, method of production, a programme, 

formula, price estimating information, client‟s lists or any other information 

which has intellectual efforts that the business entity wishes to keep it as 

confidential information or it assumes that the disclosure of such information 

will affect their commercial interest. 

The business organisations invest lots of money, time and other required 

resources to come up with their own trade secrets, and to implement these 

secrets in the business entity, trade secrets owner has to share with the 

employees. For that sake business entity gives training to their employees to 

procure knowledge and specific skills with respect to their job with the object 

that they can contribute for compelling business development. By investing in 

employees, employer expects to have long-term relationship with them in the 

business entity. But on the other hand employees after acquiring the required 

96 https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/data/exploreeconomies/india, last accessed on 20/07/2021 at 4:30 

pm 

http://www.doingbusiness.org/en/data/exploreeconomies/india
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skills and abilities tend to find another job which is more rewarding or even at 

some point of time come up as a rival company. Thus, the business entity will 

face loss due to shift of customers. To avoid these kinds of situations trade 

secrets of the owner need to be protected. 

2. Is there a need for specific legislation in India to protect trade secrets? 

No, there is no specific legislation in India. The Indian judiciary has protected 

the interest of the trade secrets owners under the different legislations and 

common law, due to which there is a lack of uniformity in the ruling. It is need 

of an hour that government should introduce a specific law with regard to 

protection of the trade secrets, whatever protection given under existing 

legislations do not cover the all aspects related to trade secrets. Judiciary has 

relied on different legislations by exercising its power of judicial activism to 

protect the trade secrets of its owner. Judiciary has even protected under 

criminal laws such as Indian Penal Code 1860 and Information Technology 

Act, 2000, but these laws are not exclusively made for the protection of trade 

secrets. Hence, are not effective for protecting the interest of trade secret 

owners. Thus, there is a prime need for protection of trade secrets. 

3. Whether the legal protection given for trade secrets under the countries of 

USA and UK are adequate? 

Legal protection given in USA is adequate, USA has realised the need of 

protection of trade secrets in 1970 itself and implemented legislation in this 

regard. USA has couple of legislations including Economic Espionage Act 

which protects the state‟s secrets and confidential information along with the 

business entity‟s secrets. The said legislation provides for criminal action as 

well. But in case of United Kingdom even though the recognition of trade 

secrets is much before USA it has not provision for criminal action for 

disclosure or misappropriation of trade secrets. United Kingdom has protected 

trade secrets under common law with base of equity provides injunction such 

as preliminary and permanent and damages for the loss caused to trade secrets 

owner. 

In my opinion legal framework in United States of America is more 

appropriate and reasonable as it protects the trade secrets under civil as well as 

criminal laws. And even protects the disclosure if made in the interest of 

general public. 
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6.3 Following statements of hypothesis will be tested: 

1. There is no proper legal framework for protection of trade secrets in India 

Yes. In India, there is no particular legal structure for trade secrets. India, 

although being a signatory to the TRIPS agreement, has failed to meet its 

commitment to enact particular legislation. Due to the lack of a specific statute, 

the courts have protected the interests of trade secret owners as well as those to 

whom they are revealed, under the existing laws. As a result, parties have both 

criminal and civil remedies. India is a member of the global community and 

participates in international trade, foreign nations come to India to trade or 

establish businesses because of the country's resources, but the lack of a 

suitable legal framework for trade secrets causes the countries to back away. 

As a result, it should not be a trade barrier, and there is a strong demand for 

trade secret protection in the country, not only for international trade but also 

to safeguard local business organisations. India ranks 63rd in the World Bank's 

Ease of Doing Business rating even without trade secret protection in the 

country, it may secure even better raking if specific law is not enacted. 

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Commerce formed under the 

chairmanship of V. Vijayasai Reddy also emphasized on the protection of data 

and maintenance of its secrecy in trade and business due to the increasing 

frauds and misappropriation. The Committee suggests the Department to 

consider adopting specific trade secret laws or a framework. 

Therefore, it may be stated that there is no particular legislation to protect trade 

secrets, and specific statute is necessary for a country to safeguard trade 

secrets. 

2. Like any other intellectual property, breach of trade secrets affects the 

business entities. 

Yes, Trade secrets also fall under the category of intellectual properties. Other 

intellectual properties such as Copyrights, Patents and trademarks are protected 

under the specific legislations and if there is any misappropriation or violation 

of intellectual property or its owner the remedies are provided under the 

respective legislations. 
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For example, exclusive right with respect to a particular patent is given after 

complying with the long procedure investing time and money. If any person 

without consent uses the invention he will be held liable according the 

provisions of law. Same like in trade secrets, the business entity builds trade 

secrets by investing intellect, investment and time. Thus, lack of specific 

legislation affects the interest of the trade secrets owner. Therefore it can be 

said that, like other intellectual properties, breach of trade secrets also affects 

the business entities. 

3. The trade secrets make the business entity unique in itself, so there is a 

need for strict and immediate protection. 

Business entity wants to keep its formulas, business plans, techniques, or 

certain confidential information secret because of its uniqueness and non 

availability at the public domain. Business entities formulate trade secrets 

investing time, money, intellect and personnel to get financial benefit. And 

they are called trade secrets because they are different and unique in 

themselves and thus make a business entity also unique with those trade 

secrets. If trade secrets are revealed to any outsider or competitor they will lose 

their uniqueness and affects the commercial interest of the business entity. 

To protect trade secrets they have to qualify the following basic requirements, 

Such as: 

1. It should not be known or available to individuals who regularly 

manage such kind of information. 

2. It should have commercial interest in such confidential information. 

3. The business entity should take reasonable efforts to keep such 

confidential information secret. 

4. The legal protection provided under international framework, USA, UK 

and India is not enough. 

With regard to the international framework TRIPS, NAFTA, GATT provides 

for the protection of trade secrets. And TRIPS agreement also mandates its 

member countries for implementing specific legislation for the protection of 

trade secrets. 

United States of America has implemented several legislations providing both 

criminal and civil remedies for the parties. Legislations have protected both 
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government official secrets and business entity‟s secrets. Judiciary has also 

played major role in applying the law to protect trade secrets. 

In case of United Kingdom the country mostly relied on common law system 

to protect the interest of trade secrets owner. European Union implemented 

Trade Secret Directive, 2016 United Kingdom being member to the European 

Union implemented the Directive in 2018. 

Comparatively USA has strong protection than UK and India. 

6.4 Recommendations 

1. Need for a codified law for the protection of trade secrets in India 

Trade secrets are extremely at risk. Employees, contractors, licensees etc., 

enjoy and exploit and gain knowledge of the owner of trade secrets who is 

usually the employer. If any among those mentioned above leaves the 

employer‟s firm, unless the employer‟s trade secrets are sufficiently protected, 

those persons can become the competitors to the trade secret owner. For this 

sake, India needs a strong, comprehensive, fair and effective legal framework 

to protect trade secrets for the growth and development of the economy of the 

country. The reason for a need for comprehensive and effective law is that 

protection under common law is based on law of confidence which does not 

include many essential requirements such as   procedural rules for protection 

are not adequate and fair and not comprehensive in the scope. And under the 

civil laws, there is no specific enactment for protection of trade secrets like 

how other intellectual properties are recognised under separate legislations. 

Even though some protection is given in the existing laws, but these are not 

adequate. The protections of trade secrets are always at the mercy of a judge. 

Therefore, India needs to enact a law without further delay. 

But the questions always remain. They are: 

i. Why does the country need a statutory law (civil law) when there is 

also a scope for a common law system? 

ii. Whether India needs a statutory law along with common law or without 

common law? 

iii. Whether India needs an inclusion of both statutory and common law for 

the protection of trade secrets? 
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iv. Whether the statutory law after the enactment offers better protection of 

trade secrets? 

v. Whether amalgamation of both civil law and common law would serve 

the purpose in India and other countries? 

All these issues remain unanswered not just for India but for all other countries. 

Due to globalisation trade does not just happen in the country (at domestic 

level) but also at international level. So countries export and import goods and 

also provide services at international level. Number of exporters and importers 

are going to increase in the near future only if the legal framework in countries 

is strong and adequate to protect trade secrets. The suggestions to have a statute 

to protect trade secrets in India just like other intellectual property enactments 

nature and scope required for protection of trade secrets in a much better way 

considering the future challenges otherwise the problems with regard to trade 

secrets would remain dormant. 

2. Various recommendations to implement fair, adequate, strong and 

comprehensive legal framework for the protection of trade secrets are 

provided in the following. 

a. Defining the trade secrets of employer 

When proceedings begin in the court of law with respect to a claim of 

unauthorised use of trade secrets, the question that first poses before the 

court is that what constitutes trade secrets? It becomes important to 

determine what constitute as a trade secret. What constitutes trade secrets 

differs from one trade secret owner to another. Though definition is 

available in the proposed bill but it will be simpler if the trade secret 

owner himself mentions what constitutes trade secret for him. Judiciary 

has to conduct a test as to whether reasonable steps were followed to 

protect such confidential information or not and if followed it constitutes 

trade secrets. 

b. Registration of trade secrets 

There should be a provision for registering the trade secrets of a business 

entity under the proposed law. The provision should be just like the 

process followed for recognising the trademarks. Both the registered and 

unregistered marks are protected. The registration will keep traders in a 
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stronger position in legal action compared to those traders whose trade 

secrets are not registered. If any misappropriation takes place, it will be 

easier for the registered trade secrets owner to get protection under the 

law easily. And if any third person intentionally uses the trade secrets and 

even goes for registering it, the registration office can easily find out and 

punish such person. At the same time registration should not be 

compelled to provide protection through the court of law to facilitate the 

unaware and less known people. The procedure of registration should 

include should include only general description in case of trade secrets 

and not whole information unlike the patents where complete 

specification needs to be provided for registering the patent. 

c. Criminal Penalty for the misuse of trade secrets 

It has been observed that, countries that are providing protection to trade 

secrets under criminal law by criminal action are providing more 

effective protection than others. There will be increased anxiety if 

individuals discover that misuse of trade secrets carries significant 

criminal penalties. Because of the psychological influence of fear in 

humans, keeping criminal punishments like imprisonment for a certain 

period of time gives more effective protection for trade secrets. Even 

though sec.405-409, and 418 of Indian Penal code 1860 and sec. 66 of 

Information Technology Act, 2000 provides penal remedies which can 

also be used to prosecute misuse of trade secrets. Those protections, 

however, are not limited to trade secret protection. As a result, those 

clauses cannot be utilised implicitly to misappropriate trade secrets. Strict 

penal law needs to be incorporated along with civil and administrative 

actions in India for protection of trade secrets. The fear of reputation and 

prison life automatically lowers the chance of misappropriation of trade 

secrets. 

d. Insertion of exclusive clause to the provision of trade secrets 

The enactment concerned with trade secrets shall include an exclusive 

clause which provides certain criteria to be exempted from the category 

of trade secrets even if it fulfils the grounds required to form trade 

secrets. 
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This provision is necessary to defend the general public's interests, 

including health and national security. This must not be jeopardised in 

the sake of protecting trade secret owners. The following reasons may be 

included in the exemption clause: 

a. If the product's composition poses a real or potential health risk 

b. If the product's amount of content or content poses a real or 

prospective health risk; 

c. If the revealing of such trade secret is necessary to protect interest 

of larger public 

d. If the disclosure of such information is necessary to protect 

national interest 

e. If the employees learn, acquire and develop their skills naturally 

while working under a business entity, then such skills cannot be 

held as trade secret. 

e. Recognising the positive right for commercialising the trade secrets 

When law prevents an outsider from commercialising either by setting up 

new business of the same nature or sharing the trade secrets with the 

competitor is a negative protection. Negative protection is important. But 

positive protection also needs to be given i.e. recognising the rights of the 

trade secret owner and his power to have control over the intellectual 

property related to the trade secret. New mechanisms need to be provided 

to protect the trade secrets and to benefit economically. What is the use 

of trade secrets, if not used by the trade secret owner for the economic 

benefit? And what is the use of trade secrets if it does not bring any 

development to the country? 

This research work provides emphasis on the need for the protection 

mechanism for trade secrets of which also provides that the owner can 

legally and commercially in return for certain profits or any other 

arrangements can authorize any person or business entity to make use of 

the trade secrets in their respective business. 

If the above made few recommendations are included in the trade secrets law of India, 

the Ease of Doing Business will get promotion due to the effective and strong 

protection. In the present time of globalization, investors and traders of foreign 
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countries wish to be assured that the laws at national level protect their trade secrets 

before investing in India. And the government is also promoting trade between 

countries nowadays. Only if effective protection is given to trade secrets, trade and the 

foreign investment in India will flourish. 

It will remain incomplete if there is no discussion on TRIPS under the WTO. TRIPS 

agreement has set up standard minimum criteria with regard to the trade secrets to 

incorporate in the domestic laws of the respective member countries. TRIPS should 

have put mandatory provision for implementing trade secret principles in their 

legislative frameworks without fail. The aim is crystal clear. Legal framework of the 

countries needs to respond to the raising necessity of the society with respect to 

protection of trade secrets. It is expected that the Ministry of Government of India will 

conduct expert study for the research in the field without any delay and the future law 

stands according to the National Intellectual Property Rights Policy. 
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